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ABSTRACT
Water towers in hospital compounds have great importance to improve the well being of all occupants.
People in hospital compounds, patients as well as caretakers, are often not able to go far for water. A water
tower situated on the compound is very important to supply water to various treatment tents. Constructing a
water tower at the site of an emergency area is very difficult. That is why Doctors Without Borders (DWB)
would like to add a water tower kit to their field catalog. Known causes of failures for current water towers in
emergency areas are limited resources and knowledge. State of the art solutions to ensure water pressure
by gravity flow in emergency situations are researched in order to obtain information for developing a water
tower kit. Other sources of input are DWB and SPEEDKITS. Most important is that the water tower has
enough height to supply pressure for the whole hospital compound. In some situations it is desired to use
different sizes, both height and volume of the water tank, if this has any relation to costs and weight. This
research focuses on a tower height of 5 meters with a load of 5000 liter water with the possibility to leave out
parts to create a water tower with a height of approximately 3 meters. Also transport and assembly are
important when developing a kit. Each variable will be taken into account. The outcome of the research in
combination with the program demands of Doctors Without Borders will be translated into boundary
conditions to design a water tower kit (WTK) prototype. A design for a water tower kit is included.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Theme
The main theme of this research is about building a rapid deployable kit for water towers as seed for self
recovery. In this thesis user experiences and demands will be investigated and compared. The experiences
and demands will become clear by interviewing persons of DWB and IFRC. Also weight, packaging and
deployment methods for water towers will be analyzed.
Since 2007, researchers within the Building Technology / Product Development group are working closely
together with humanitarian aid organizations such as the Red Cross (IFRC), UNHCR, Doctors Without
Borders and the Norwegian Refugee Council to improve the living situation of the struck population through
proper sheltering solutions.

1.2 Motivation
The assignment for Doctors without Borders is already quite defined. Nevertheless the assignment still has a
lot of focus points. The main purpose of the water tower is to provide a water flow for emergency hospitals, a
basic need that is of great importance. A product like a water tower kit can improve the lives of millions of
peoples the first hours, days and weeks after a major disaster. A very important part of the assignment is that
the water tower has to be composed to fit in a kit. Anyone should be able to assemble this water tower kit
with the help of a small assembly manual.
I was inspired by the lectures of the course Building Technology in extreme climates and conditions. Often
guest speakers shared their experiences about emergency areas during these lectures. Not only the poor
conditions that people have to live in but also the conditions that emergency response units have to work in
have triggered me to do research in this topic.

1.3 Innovative sheltering
This thesis is part of the graduation studio ‘innovative sheltering’.

The number of natural disasters has increased substantially in the last 30 years. In 2010 a total of 217 million
people were struck worldwide and nearly 300.000 people were killed as a result of in total 385 natural
disasters. Furthermore, nearly 87 billion euro of damage was reported. The year 2010 officially accounted for
the largest number of fatalities in two decennia. In addition, in 2010 a total number of 36 million people took
refuge for armed conflicts and other violent situations.

Emergency relief is a field of expertise which is varied and very challenging. However disaster strikes more
than regularly and effects millions of people worldwide, experts indicate that each situation asks for tailored
solutions, because the conditions are never to be compared. Among others, it depends on the type of
disaster (armed conflict, natural hazard, famine, epidemic, etc), the location (geographical conditions, climate
type, political environment, etc), the scale of the disaster (number of people involved, amount of damage)
and the availability of resources (money, manpower, infrastructure, etc.).

Since 2007, researchers within the Building Technology / Product Development group are working closely
together with humanitarian aid organizations such as the Red Cross, UNHCR, Doctors Without Borders and
the Norwegian Refugee Council to improve the living situation of the struck population through proper
sheltering solutions. Currently, research is executed for the EU funded project called: S(P)EEDKITS, rapid
deployable kits as seed for self recovery.

Humanitarian organizations have emergency response units, which start acting immediately after disaster
strikes. These response units have all specific functions, e.g. medical care, sanitation, sheltering, energy
provision, or water supply. SPEEDKITS will provide kits that can be pre‐positioned and mobilized very
quickly and easily, that are modular and adaptable, low cost, high‐tech in their conception but low‐tech in
use.
[SPEEDKITS]
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2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Problem area
2.1.1 What is the problem?
The areas where emergencies occur are usually not predictable. Immediately after an emergency has
occurred there is need for water supply, storage and water pressure for hospitals in emergency relief
operation areas. Humanitarian organizations such as Doctors Without Borders and the Red Cross would like
to increase the reliability and decrease the time that it takes to set up a water tower.
Doctors without Borders is looking for an intuitive, simple but reliable design for water tower kits of 3 and 5m
high with a water tank of 3000 or 5000l for application and quick set up in emergency hospitals. The water
tower kit should be lightweight en deployable without building technical knowledge. Focus points are: weight
optimalisation, low transport volume and (multifunctional) packaging, stability, earthquake resistance,
modularity of components, intuitive and smart deployment method.

[sketch]

2.1.2 Why is it a problem?
Currently, the water tower is constructed locally, near the location of the emergency. It basically is an
improvised structure that allows putting up a water tank. These improvised water towers often lead to
problems. Most common facts that lead to problems are the construction difficulties on site, limited
construction skills and provisions available locally and the limited stability and durability of the current water
towers. Using of heavy equipment such as cranes is out of the question in emergency situations.
Therefore, partner DWB would like to develop a water tower kit, which makes it possible to ensure a reliable
and durable solution, that can be quickly deployed with limited need for construction expertise and
equipment. This kit could for example be a component of the Water Sanitation (Watsan) part of a hospital but
could also be deployed separately.

2.1.3 When?
The problem arises immediately after an emergency has occurred, for example a natural disaster or a war.

2.1.4 Where?
The problem occurs wherever a disaster has occurred. The water tower kit will be distributed to the area
where needed.

[printscreen from reliefweb, 15-08-2014]
A red dot beside the country denotes an ongoing crisis or disaster.

2.1.5 Whose problem is it?
Emergency relief operations and the people that are stuck in a disaster area are involved in this problem.

2.1.6 How is the problem solved?
Manual assembly, possibly with small scale manual lifting equipment is the most likely assembly method.
The water tower will probably have to be mounted component by component starting at ground level.
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2.2 Research goal
The aim of the research is to design, engineer and develop a kit for a durable and stable lightweight water
tower that can be deployed in the time span of one day with limited need for construction expertise,
equipment and costs.

The research will provide a clear overview about demands and boundary conditions related to the state of
the art and structural analysis. Doctors Without Borders would like to have a water tower kit in stock to
ensure a structure that the water tower in the hospital compound meets their needs.

The end goal is to develop a prototype.

2.3 Research question
Main research question
How to develop a kit that can provide an emergency relief operation area with a durable and stable
lightweight water tower that can be deployed in the time span of one day with limited need for construction
expertise, equipment and costs?

Sub questions
What is the state of the art for water towers suitable for emergency relief operation area?

What is the minimal height of the water tower needed for the desired water pressure?

How could stability and durability be realized for the water tower kit?
What foundation would make the water tower kit suitable for all surfaces?

How could modularity be realized for the water tower kit?
What is needed to assemble the water tower kit?
What is needed to transport the water tower kit?

What compromises do we have to make to keep the costs as low as possible?
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2.4 Research model
The first part of this assignment will consist out of literature study. Reports from human relief operations,
interviews and building codes are important to compose boundary conditions. A structural analysis will show
whether the load distribution affects the total weight of the structure. This means eliminating some variables
for the tower concepts. The table below shows the iterative process.

Problem analysis

Research questions

Boundary conditions

Structural analysis

Structural calculations

Final design

Prototype

Go  No go

Go  No go

No go  Go

Literature Study
+

Interviews
DWB + RC

SCIA

Concepts
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3 STATE OF THE ART
The state of the art solutions to ensure water pressure by gravity flow in emergency situations are quite
diverse. The reason for this diversity is that there is no fast solution available. Mostly emergency aid
organizations have to solve the need for water pressure with a solution that is locally available. A subdivision
for this chapter is made by separating the features that are required to ensure water pressure by gravity flow
in emergency situations. The first very important feature is to store the water. Then water pressure will be
achieved by realizing height difference between water storage and water tap. Using a sloped terrain or
existing buildings to put up a water tank will be left out of the research (pictures below), because water tanks
on a sloped terrain means that the tank (in most situations) will be situated far from the location of the taps,
when even possible. Another threat is that pipelines can be easily tapped into. Buildings or structures that
are not specially designed often need reinforcements. Most structures in emergency areas have insufficient
strength to put up a water tank and insufficient height to provide sufficient water pressure.
Constructing a tower structure to hold up the water storage can be done with different types of materials and
structural compositions. Depending on ground conditions and design, a foundation may or may not be
needed. Features that are closely connected but not always visible are assembly and packaging. During the
research several ready to use structures came across.

[Pictures:state.gov, IFRC, collectivesolutions.org]

The research was started with an analysis of two different hospital compounds that are used by Doctors
Without Borders to gain insight about what tower structures apply best for this assignment.
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3.1 Hospital compound
The assignment indicates that Doctors without Borders is looking for a suitable water tower kit for emergency
hospital compounds. Analyzing hospital compounds gives insight in what properties are desirable for water
tower kits. Information in addition to the layouts of two standard hospital compound setups are gained by
interviews (appendices).

3.1.1 Layout
The area used for a hospital compound exist out of approximately 6400 till 10000 square meters. A third of
this area consists out of space to expand. Expanding of treatment facilities happen for example when a
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3.1.2 Water supply
There are several possibilities to supply water to a hospital compound. The most common ways are to pump
surface or ground water or to use water tankers to fill the water storage tanks at the compound. The hospital
compound in Sudan uses two 15.000 m3 water storage tanks and the hospital compound in Congo gets
water supply from a filter system (size unknown) to fill the water tower. Given the table below, when the
compound is fully occupied, a quantity of 5.000 liters will be consumed in one day. This means that there will
be some reserve when the compound is not fully occupied. For all the possibilities it depends on the quality
of the supplied water whether it has to be treated before people can drink it.

Water requirements
Minimum for survival 3-5 liters / person / day
Minimum for basic domestic needs 15 liters / person / day (Sphere key indicator)
Health centres and hospitals 5 liters / outpatient

40-60 liters / inpatient / day
Additional quantities may be needed for laundry,
flushing toilets, etc.

Cholera centres 60 liters / patient / day
15 liters / carer / day

Therapeutic feeding centres 15-30 liters / person / day
15 liters / carer / day

Water-flushed toilets 20-40 liters / user / day for conventional flush
3-5 liters / user / day for pour-flush

Anal washing 1-2 liters / user / day
Public toilets 1-2 liters / user / day for hand washing

2-8 liters / cubicle / day for cleaning toilet
Livestock 20-40 liters / large animal / day (cattle, donkeys,

mules, horses)
5 liters / small animal / day (sheep, goats)

Small scale irrigation Wide variation but in the order of
3-6 mm / m2 / day

[Table: Davis, Engineering in Emergencies, 2002]

Comparing water requirements to the average water use in the Netherlands shows how valuable water
supply is. During normal conditions in the Netherlands 120 liters of water is used per person during one day.
In Hospitals is even 300 up to 700 liters used for each occupied bed.

[picture: vitens.nl, average water use per person per day]
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Surface water
The quality of surface water from rivers, streams, lakes and reservoirs is usually poor, and, although some
upland surface sources can be relatively free from pollution, surface water normally needs treatment before it
can be supplied as safe drinking water. In wet season, surface waters have large sediment loads and this
can make water treatment difficult and costly. In the dry season, algal growth in lakes, reservoirs, tank and
pools can inhibit treatment.

the water cycle groundwater reminology
[Figure: Davis, Engineering in Emergencies, 2002]
Ground water
Groundwater is water underground that fills the natural openings in rock and sediments. Recharge is the
process whereby rainwater percolates through the soil, and through fractures and joints in rock, until it
reaches the water table and joins the groundwater flow system (see fig above). Like surface water, water
underground flows under the influence of gravity. Consequently, groundwater is likely to be closer to the
ground surface in the bottom of a valley than at the top of a hill. Groundwater movement is slower than the
movement of water in streams and rivers under the same topographical gradient. This is because of the
resistance to flow caused by the interconnected system of pore spaces, fractures or solution cavities in rock.
A consequence of the slow movement of groundwater is that the water has time to dissolve chemicals from
the soils and rock through which it passes.
Water tankering
If possible, avoid tinkering water. It is expensive and difficult to organize. Tinkering should be seen as no
more than interim measure to allow for the development of new water sources or the improvement of existing
supplies. If there is no viable solution to the water problem then people should be relocated. However,
tinkering may be unavoidable in the short term if no other options are immediately available. In some
circumstances, usually for political or security reasons, people may not be able to relocate, and tinkering has
to be continued over a prolonged period of time at great expense. Even a small temporary settlement will
require perhaps hundreds of tonnes of water every day. This is a major logistical operation, requiring a fleet
of tankers and passable roads.
[Davis, Engineering in Emergencies, 2002]

Water tankering in Kenya
[Picture: Care]
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3.1.3 Pipeline properties
Designing a system is all about choosing pipes of the right diameter to make sure you meet that requirement.
By selecting different pipe diameters you can control the amount of pressure in the system. That way, users
aren’t exasperated by a miserable flow coming out of a tap (due to insufficient pressure), nor are they
showered by a high-power water jet (due to excessive pressure).
[Santiago Arnalich Castañeda, 2010]

The sketches under the heading layout show the main pipelines that consist out of 2 inch (50mm) High
Density Polyethylene (HDPE) pipes. After visualizing the pipeline network, the following properties were
noted. The distance from  the water tower to the furthest point is approximately 125 meters. Somewhere
between the first 10 and 40 meters this main pipe splits and joins again at the furthest point, the ring line.
Smaller pipelines that connect the taps on the main pipelines, 1 or ¾ inch, have a positive influence on the
pressure at the taps. Pipes are buried between 400 and 600 mm deep. Burying the pipes gives several
advantages. Vehicles such as jeeps or trucks can drive over the pipes, the depth will avoid freezing the water
and the water will be cooled during summer days.

HDPE pipes
Doctors without borders prefers to the use the HDPE pipes because these pipes are easy to work with. It is
not necessary to use elbows to go around a corner by using flexible pipes, but connections are unavoidable.
Pressure pipes made of HDPE (high density polyethylene) are totally corrosion-resistant, light in weight,
quite flexible and easy to handle. Pipes are transported and stored either in continuous coils (mainly for
smaller diameter pipes) or in straight lengths.
[Unicef, 2010]

2 inch x 300 ft HDPE Coil (≈90 m)
[Picture: GEO-HYDRO SUPPLY]

Connections
Connections are mostly done by heat jointing (un-detachable connection). Connections with threading or
compression fittings are most likely for the use in small water supply systems. Detailed properties of pipe
types, sizes and fittings used for connecting HDPE pipes are shown in a document of Unicef called Unicef
Wash Tips. The picture below shows several (tee, reduction coupler, elbow and straight adaptor) HDPE
fittings made of polypropylene.

[Pictures: Unicef, 2010]
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Valves and Taps
All over the main pipe, smaller branches lead to taps. One hospital compound has 25 taps. Experience of
DWB has shown that only a quarter of these taps are used at the same time. It is a must to use self closing
taps to prevent waste of water. The picture on the right is the Talbot Talflo tap, a preference of Doctors
without borders. The Talbot Talflo tap is a self closing water valve that means that no water will be spilled
unintentionally but that the tap still can be easily operated by children and elderly people. This tap is
designed to cope with dirty water conditions and at very low pressures. A data sheet about the Talbot Talflo
valve is added in the appendices.

Tapstand
[Picture: DWB, Talbot Talflo]

One of the most important facts to know for calculation of a gravity water system is how much water can flow
through the valve during one minute under a certain pressure. This information is visualized in the table
below and will be used later on in this research. The higher the pressure the higher the flow rate. In the case
of a water system by gravity, more pressure means a higher tower.

[Table: Talbot Talflo]
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3.2 Water storage
Plastic tank
Experience from the field [interview DWB] and resources on the internet tell us that it is possible to obtain plastic
tanks in emergency areas all over the world. Plastic tanks are available in many sizes and variations. The
variations of equal capacities mostly differ in ground surface due to horizontal or vertical orientation of the
tank. Plastic tanks are rigid, light weight and fast applicable. Disadvantages are that these tanks are not
demountable and relatively expensive to transport.

[Picture: gough.com.au]

Steel tank
Metal sheets are welded together to form steel tanks. Steel tanks come in the same dimensions as the
plastic tanks. Steel tanks are more difficult to lift manual than plastic tanks because of the weight.

Bladder tank
Bladders are often used when in a short period large quantities of (drink) water have to be stored. Empty
water bladders can easily be folded into small packages. Bladders use large ground surfaces because of the
flexible material.

Onion tank
Comparable with the bladder tanks, the onion tank is a collapsible (temporary) tank design. Onion tanks are
open on top and an air filled strap ensures that the structure is self supporting. The open top and no need for
a frame give possibilities for weight saving. An air pump is recommended to fill the strap.

Plastic liner tank
This is a variant on a collapsible tank design. Plastic liner tanks have a steel or aluminum frame. By using a
frame it is possible to use less ground space compared with bladder or onion tanks that contain equal
content. The tank can be designed vertically instead of horizontally.

Corrugated iron sheet tank
Corrugated iron sheets are bolded together to form a tank. The tank has a plastic layer inside. A lot of tools
are needed for the assembly of a corrugated iron sheet tank. The top can be covered like the onion and
plastic liner tank.

Bladder Onion Plastic liner Corrugated iron sheet

[Pictures: Medicians Sans Frontieres, 2010]
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Novatank

[Picture: waterplex.com.au]

The Novatank collapsible water tank is an Australian design and is made from the following parts:
a rotationally moulded linear low density polyethylene base and lid that act as a case for the collapsed water
tank, a galvanised steel space frame and a flexible UV resistant thermoplastic PVC liner. The Nova tank is
easy and fast to assemble with only four steel beams between base and lid. It is also easy to transport
because of the relatively small dimensions and the possibility to move the tank in parts.

Conclusion
Advantages and disadvantages are compared and shown in the table below. Each water tank is designed for
use in different situations. Most important differences are ground surface, number of different parts and the
weight. Ground surface is important when the tank is for use on a platform. The number of different parts is
an indication for the difficulty of assembling. It is hard to put a tank manually on top of a platform when a tank
weighs a lot and consists out of one part. The following table shows the properties for each different tank, all
with a capacity of 5000 liters.

[5000l] Weight [kg] Number of different
parts

Ground surface
[m²]

Costs [€]

Plastic tank 125 1 2.84 1000
Steel tank 600 1 2.84 2000*
Bladder tank 50 1 10.45 1100
Onion tank 40 2 7.01 1300
Plastic liner tank 60* 5 3 1500*
Corrugated sheet 450* 5 3 2000*
Novatank 100 4 3.14 1250

Suitable solutions for the emergency hospital compound situations have a capacity between 2000 and 5000
liters of water and a height difference between tank and tap of minimal 3, up to 5 meters. Doctors without
borders prefers to order plastic tanks for water towers in emergency areas. Also the comparison above
shows that the vertical oriented plastic tank is clearly one of the best solutions for water storage on top of a
tower.
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3.3 Tower structure
The most common way to achieve water pressure is to build a structure with a water tank on top. Tower
structures have a large variety in terms of materials, geometry, heights and loads. There is no fast solution
available that is easy to transport, easy to assemble and affordable. The construction of a water tower at the
site requires knowledge of structural engineering and building methods.

3.3.1 Material
All kinds of materials are used for water tower structures. Construction at site is often difficult. Structures of
the materials such as steel and concrete often bear a bigger load than these from wood. Dimensions of the
members and connections vary a lot for each material. In this chapter the materials steel, aluminum, wood,
concrete and brickwork will be compared by material properties, dimensions for a water tower structure that
carries 5000 liter of water at a height of 5 meters, prefabrication and assembly possibilities and costs.

Steel
Because of high compressive and tensile strength dimensions for a water tower structure can be really sleek.
The specific weight for steel (S235) is 7850 kg/m3. Maximum tensile strength lies between 310 and 510
N/mm2. Maximum compressive strength is 235 N/mm2. In terms of lifespan this material will last at least 100
years.

Steel profiles come in a lot of different profiles and dimensions. For each situation, for example a column or a
beam, a specific profile has the best characteristics. Facts that make each situation different are the design
and the loads, including environmental impacts such as wind. Al lot of different profiles are available all over
the world but there are exceptions. This can lead to in a less optimized design with higher mass and costs.

Prefabrication in steel is possible because connections can be quite simple and elements stay rather light.
Large elements eliminate connections that have to be made at the construction site and small elements
make shipping more easy. Two options to make the connections are either to weld or bolt  the elements
together. Both options have advantages and disadvantage. For welding at the construction site are no extra
parts like footplates needed but it takes great skills. Bolting means more preparation and some extra parts
which results in a easier assembly.

The costs of steel profiles lie between 130 and 200 euro’s for 100 kg. Prices vary due to the difficulties and
efforts that are needed to make the profile. The design of the tower structure and the complexity of the
structure determines the amount of work and cost for prefabrication.

[Pictures: SPEEDKITS]
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Aluminum
Like steel, aluminum has a high compressive and tensile strength. The specific weight for aluminum is 2700
kg/m3, almost 3 times as light as steel. Maximum tensile strength lies between 105 and 540 N/mm2.
Maximum compressive strength is 310 N/mm2. Aluminum has a lifespan of 50 years.

Aluminum gives a designer enormous flexibility in creating a profile. A profile with all kinds of integrated
functions and complex forms can be produced. This is possible because all profiles are produced by a
extrusion process. A round aluminum staff, called a billet, gets pressed through a mold during this process.

Instead of adding features for connections, for example connecting bracing, these can now be included in
the profiles. Designing profiles that eliminate extra parts and weigh less are perfect material properties for
making prefabricate elements.

The costs of aluminum profiles are relatively high, approximately three times as much as the steel profiles.
This has several reasons. First of all, aluminum is a compound of expensive elements. Secondly several
components and connections can be made with this material but for each profile it is needed to make a mold.

Wood
Wood is a natural product that is available all over the world, however quality of this product is not
automatically similar to standards of Europe for example. The specific weight for wood (C20) is
approximately 330 kg/m3. Maximum tensile strength is 19 N/mm2. Maximum compressive strength is 12
N/mm2. Wood has a lifespan of 50 years.

Wood is just like steel available in many standard profile dimensions. Profiles can consist from a single piece
or composed from two or more pieces. It is called laminated wood when smaller pieces are glued together.
Common dimensions are between 19x19 mm and 250x250 mm.

Steel connection points or elements are often used when wooden structures are being prefabricated. These
connections guarantee a fast and easy assembly. Wood is a perfect material to use at a construction site
because it is easy to process.

The costs of wooden profiles are even less than steel profiles, however wood needs more focus on
protection against natural elements.

[Pictures: SPEEDKITS, qldwindmillandsolar.com.au]
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Concrete
The specific weight of concrete (C20/25) is 2400 kg/m3. One of the great advantages of concrete is that it
has a high compressive strength, no less than 20 N/mm3. On the other hand, tensile strength is only 2,3
N/mm3. By adding steel reinforcement bars the tensile strength of concrete can be improved. Even without
intensive maintenance, concrete has a very long lifespan of 100 up to 300 years.

In comparison to other materials, dimensions of concrete beams and columns are a lot bigger. Adding
reinforcements is also very important to create more tensile strength. Structural elements arise by pouring
concrete in molds. Making molds for concrete structures is difficult and requires extra materials and
equipment.

When dividing a concrete structure in elements to prefabricate, elements will still get very heavy.
Prefabrication has no advantages regarding to assembling without cranes or other heavy equipment.
Another difficulty is connecting the elements in order to achieve a rigid structure.

Material costs in comparing to other materials are above average, 1 m3 will cost about 230 euro’s in the
Netherlands. This is exclusive reinforcement steel and the expenses for molds and other equipment.

[Pictures: SPEEDKITS, SPEEDKITS, Zambia Lusaka]

Brickwork
It is most likely to use concrete blocks because these have the same properties as concrete. A specific
weight of approximately 2400 kg/m3, compressive strength of 20 N/mm3 and tensile strength of 2,3 N/mm3.
Even without intensive maintenance, brickwork has a lifespan of at least 100 years.

The use of brickwork allows structures to be built in the traditional masonry style with layers of staggered
blocks. Blocks come in many sizes. A common size for concrete blocks in the Netherlands is 300x200x100
mm excluding mortar joints. Concrete blocks may be produced with hollow cores. When concrete blocks
have a hollow core they can be used as a mold for pouring concrete in between. In some cases it is even
possible to put reinforcements in. Because of bigger dimensions and quantities transport becomes more
difficult than for example steel or aluminum profiles.

The construction time for brickwork is a disadvantage when there is need for a fast solution for a water tower
structure. A way of prefabrication with brickworks could mean to stack some of the blocks together to get
elements, but just like concrete elements these will get very heavy and hard to handle.

The costs for 1 m3, means 167 blocks of 300x200x100 mm, are 120 euro’s in the Netherlands. Of course
there is also need for mortar to stick the blocks together.
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Conclusion
When the material properties of the researched materials are compared, a large variety of properties are
shown. Some materials have a small weight and other materials can resist larger strengths or have a longer
life span. Another difference is the diversity in dimensions, some materials are limited in predefined profiles
or have massive dimensions. Next to that, some materials can be purchased locally and other materials have
to be transported.

Although steel has the biggest weight for one cubic meter material, the required dimensions allow to use
profiles that have less weight than profiles from wood or structures in concrete and brickwork. Aluminum
could be used to design even lighter profiles. When integrating solutions for connections with horizontal
members and grating in aluminum profiles, weight increases a little because these solutions mostly apply for
the whole profile. The cause for this fact is the production process. Costs for aluminum profiles decrease
when the quantity of similar pressed profiles increases.

The table below shows material properties compared when using this material to construct a structure of 5
meters with a load of 5000 liters of water on top.

Criteria Steel Aluminum Wood Concrete Brickwork
Weight 7850 kg/m3 2700 kg/m3 330 kg/m3 2400 kg/m3 2400 kg/m3

Comp. Strength 235 N/mm3 310 N/mm3 19 N/mm3 20 N/mm3 20 N/mm3

Tens. Strength 310-510 N/mm3 105-540 N/mm3 12 N/mm3 2.3 N/mm3 2.3 N/mm3

Lifespan 100 year 50 year 50 year 100-300 year 100 year
Availability worldwide limited worldwide worldwide limited
Prefabrication possible possible possible difficult difficult
Assembly easy easy easy difficult difficult
Equipment few few few heavy Heavy
Transport easy easy average difficult difficult
Cost €130-200

(100kg)
> €200 (100kg) < €150 (100kg) €230 (1m3) €120 (1m3)

The use of steel as material could be a good solution for the structure material for small production of water
tower kits. If during first structural calculations appears that steel profiles are still too heavy to compile a kit,
than aluminum could be a better choice.
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3.3.2 Geometry
Most water tower structures used in emergency situations have a height between three and ten meter with
on top a platform that carries a water tank containing between 1000 and 10000 liters of water. Structures are
conducted as framework except for brickwork structures. Looking at current water tower framework
structures used in emergency situations two main forms are used, either straight columns or tapered
columns. The number of columns is often defined by the size and form of the platform or tank and the water
load. Small scale water towers, such as in the water tower kit, have in most cases four columns in a square
ground plan.
The water tower is composed out a foundation, structure, platform and tank. The structure consist out of
columns, horizontal members and bracing. Horizontal members reduce buckling where together with bracing
wind forces are remitted to the foundation. There are several varieties of forms to make a bracing, for
example X-bracing, K-bracing and V-bracing. Cables can be used for X-bracing. Advantages to the use of
cables is that these reduce the use of material and are easy to include in a packaging because these are
flexible. A disadvantages is that cables are relatively expensive in comparison to stiff profiles.
For the ease of assembly and dimensional control, the number of connections an variations in components
should be minimized. Solutions can be that it does not matter how a member is placed or that there is only
one way that it fits. Where only one type of profile is used for all the components, this uniformity might also
lead to a really robust and over dimensioned structure. Therefore a balance has to be found between weight
optimalisation on one side, and modularity on the other side, through uniformity of elements and minimization
of assembly mistakes.

[Pictures: SPEEDKITS]
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Straight versus tapered structure
Both structure possibilities have characteristics that are advantages for one and disadvantages for the other.
For example the use of material, the tapered structure requires longer and bigger profiles for the facts that
the shortest distance from top till ground is vertical down and this is also the most positive way for load
distribution. On the other hand, a wider base area prevents the tower structure from tipping over due to the
wind forces on the tank and platform. This means that the foundation for the tapered structure can be smaller
dimensioned. A tapered structure means more different parts, different lengths of bracing and horizontal
members.

The drawing above shows an insight in the difference in dimensions. On the left a straight structure that is
designed to fit an extra tank between the columns. On the right a tapered construction, columns can have a
smaller distance to each other where they connect at the platform. This can conclude in advantages for the
profile dimensions of the platform. Keeping in mind that columns become a bit longer.

Bracing

For the examples above wind comes from the left. The red bracing is strain of tension and the blue means
strain of compression. Profiles strain of tension can have smaller dimensions. Bracing constructed from
cables cannot distribute compression loads. Both the two columns in front and in the back function the same.
The next two examples have divided X’s over front and back columns. One distributes the tension and the
other compression. This can be a disadvantage for dimensioning the profiles because profiles have different
characteristics on tension and compression.

Conclusion
Looking at material use and uniformity of profiles and dimensions than a straight structure with X-bracing is
one of the best choices to make. To use as less material as possible is beneficial for weight optimalisation.
Uniformity in profile dimensions makes it easier to assemble the structure.
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3.4 Foundation
Foundations have several functions. The main functions is to evenly distribute the loads to the soil. This
concludes in enlarging the contact area with the ground surface. Other functions can be; contra weight to
prevent the water tower from tipping over or to level the ground and plot the positions for the columns.

Several solutions for foundations are as shown in the pictures: Pile, footing, pad, strip or slab foundations.

[Pictures: SPEEDKITS]

Pile foundations are wooden, steel or concrete poles that reach till the bearing ground layer. Wooden and
steel piles have some disadvantages because wooden poles need to stand in water to prevent deterioration
and steel corrodes in humid conditions. That is why mostly concrete poles are used. For construction of all
pile foundations heavy machinery is needed.

Footing or pad foundations are foundation types that are used to distribute concentrated loads such as loads
on structural columns to the soil. Depending on the functions and availability of material, steel can be used to
reduce dimensions. Construction of these foundations often happens by pouring concrete. Sometimes
foundation is compiled by stacking blocks for example when only local materials are available.

Strip foundations are usually used for line loads such as load bearing walls. Another argument to use a strip
foundation is when foundations have to connect to reduce the risk of different subsidence. The construction
methods are similar to the footing foundations.

The construction of the foundation requires often the choice between the use of molds or some extra
material. Holes become larger or collapse because the ground has not enough support on its own.

Conclusion
Often there are no properties of the bearing capacity of the soil. Pile, strip or slap foundations are best used
when bearing capacity of the soil is weak. Footing and pad foundations save on material. Strip and slap
foundations have the advantage that the columns connect with each other in the foundation.
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3.5 Construction or assembly
The pictures below show several possible ways of construction. Conventionally the members consist out one
piece to reduce the amount of connections and to increase the structural integrity and cohesiveness of the
design. Welding happens in workshops near the location where the tower will be situated. Water towers with
a height of approximately 5 meters are mostly completely welded or put together in a workshop, then
transported to the correct location. The picture on the right shows columns with welded plates to provide
connections for horizontal members and bracing. By using these welded plates it is easier to connect the
elements with bolts and nuts.

[Pictures: worldfaith.org, SPEEDKITS]

The assembly of welded structures happens by manually lifting and using ropes. After lifting the structure the
columns have to be connected to the foundation. Also leveling the tower is now of great importance. The
other assembly method shown on the right picture below. First the columns are connected to the foundation
after which the horizontal members and bracing is connected to the columns. Climbing in the structure is
often the only solution to assembly the total structure.

[Pictures: kirfaidblog, SPEEDKITS]
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It is hard to put large and heavy parts on top of the tower structure, the use of cables and robes is very
important.

[Picture: kacema.nl, SPEEDKITS]

Conclusion
The use of heavy equipment such as cranes is out of the question in emergency situations. Manual
assembly, possibly with small scale manual lifting equipment is the most likely assembly method. When
designing a kit members have to be divided to fit in the desired package. The water tower will probably have
to be mounted component by component starting from ground level. In this case, climbing in the structure
has to be minimized to reduce the chance of accidents.
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3.6 Fast solutions for water towers
It turns out that there are a few ‘fast solutions’ for water towers. However there a still many limits in
availability, meaning transport all over the world and production time. There are three solutions included
because they can help developing a water tower kit. The first solution is a system called the scaffolding
system. The second solution is the Skytower of the Skyjuice foundation and as last the JOJO water tank
stand of Rainharvast.co.za.

3.6.1 Scaffolding

[Picture: Davis 2002]

Scaffolding is a modular system that can be used to construct a water tower. Standard dimensions of the
members can conclude in the use of more columns depending on the load. Because of the many possibilities
a modular system can become difficult to assemble.

3.6.2 Skytower
SkyTower Tank Stand: Engineered of aluminum with a platform height of approximately three meters. The
Skytower weighs approximately 60 kilograms and can be flat packed for export. It will accommodate two
1000 liters water tanks. Profiles are bolted together on site. There is no facility for connection to foundation or
for leveling the tower. The structure has to be put up at a flat and rigid surface.

[Pictures: Skyjuice.com.au]
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3.6.3 JOJO Water tank stand
JoJo steel water tank stands are available for 5000 liter vertical tanks and 10000 liter vertical tanks in the
following heights: 1.5, 3, 4.5, 6 and 9 meters. These water tank stands are supplied in kit form, ready to bolt
together and delivered free of charge in South Africa.

[Pictures: rainharvest.co.za]

The following properties are from a water tank stand of 4500 mm with a 5000 liters tank on top. Column
dimensions are 50x50x5 mm and go from platform till foundation conducted in one piece. Meaning that the
kit dimensions are quite large. The columns are placed just under the water tank because of the distance of
1300 mm between the column centers, visible at the picture on the right. On top two primary and nine
secondary beams are placed to form a platform that allows a maximum loading capacity of 5300 kg. Flat
bars of 25x5 mm as X-bracing and 40x40x3 L-profiles to distribute horizontal forces to the foundation. Four
massive concrete blocks of 900x900x600 mm distribute forces to the soil and if necessary serve as counter
weight for the 286 kg heavy steel structure. Drawings are included in the appendices. In terms of costs, the
water 5000 liter vertical tank is approximately 275 euro and the 4.5 meter tank stand is approximately 830
euro.
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4 PROGRAM OF DEMANDS
Doctors Without Borders has provided a number of parameters for the design, which include two platform
heights (3 and 5 m) and two tank sizes (3000l and 5000l). The tank size will immediately influence the
ground area of the tower. To maintain serviceability of the tanks and to include working space on the
platform, a column grid of 2.2 by 2.2 m with on top a platform of 2.9x2.9 m is suggested for the 5000l tank
size. The variables height and volume could lead to 4 different designs. However, since tower height is
determined by the operating water system, it has to be verified whether these heights are feasible or
necessary in all cases. If not, it might be possible to reduce the number of variants. Other topics that need to
be defined are modularity, stability, assembly, transport and weight optimalisation. This chapter will elaborate
on the demands that have to be included in the boundary conditions for the water tower kit.

4.1 Tower dimensions
4.1.1 Tower height
Networks on flat and horizontal surfaces are more complicated and costly, more prone to Stagnant water
problems, and continual pumping through lack of adequately sized elevated tanks. There are also problems
with pipes which suffer from water hammer due to air that cannot escape from high points. A network should
be considered as the first option in areas where gravity systems can be installed over relatively short
distances, where there is a high water source or there is a good site to build a tank.
[Santiago Arnalich Castañeda, 2011]

The demand for two platform heights is due to the fact that the ground surface is never totally flat. Previous
water towers with the height of 3 m or in rougher terrain conditions the height of 5 meters show in the field
that they meet the demands. Nevertheless there are no facts know about the base demand in a hospital
compound and flow characteristics.

Base demand and flow
The base demand is the quantity of water which the people at the hospital compound will consume in one
day. It is hard to give the exact number because the composition of the different requirements seen in the
table in chapter Water Supply (chapter 3.1.2) is always different. For the compound setting as discussed in
the previous chapter the maximum base demand is 80 persons * 60 l/day is approximately 5.000 liters. Then
the average flow would be 5.000 liters in 24 hours. Of course at night between 12 and 6 there is only a little
consumption. This means that the water flow during the day has to be higher. This means for a simple
calculation that a day has 18 hours: 5.000 l/day * (1 day / 18h) * (1h / 3.600s) = 0,077 l/s as continue flow.
Imagine that six taps run continuously during the 18 hours a day results in a continue flow of 0.013 l/s. With
the help of a users demand scheme it should be possible to calculate the exact peak demands.

Doctors without borders accept a flow of 0.05 l/s for each tap. This means that it will take 4 seconds to fill a
glass of water, a bucket of 10 liters will take 4 minutes and 10 seconds. In the Netherlands a tap for example
in the kitchen has a flow of approximately 0.2 l/s or 12 l/m.

Pressure losses
The best way to calculate the demanded tower height is through calculating the pressure losses. A easy way
to calculate pressure losses is by using head-loss tables given by the manufacturers of the used products.
These head-loss tables are specific to each product. The head-loss table of a HDPE-pipe for example shows
the pressure losses for the use during specific flow and distance. It was not possible to get head-loss tables
for all parts of the system. Another way is to use water distribution software, there is software available that
can calculate water systems. Some examples of water distribution software are HydrauliCAD, Synergee,
WaterGEMS, WaterCAD and EPANET. A lot of these software programs are expensive and very complex.
The last of these examples, EPANET, is freeware and recommended in the book How to design a Gravity
water flow of Santiago Arnalich. After entering the data of the Sudan hospital compound, pipeline diameter,
length, number of connections, taps and the flow demand for each tab, the software shows if the system
works. The outcome of the software was insufficient to calculate the tower height, probably this software
works better for large scale water systems. Because information about the pressure losses by these previous
two ways was not satisfactory, the pressure losses were calculated manually by the following formulas from
the ISSO manual installation techniques:
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Pressure losses in pipes
Δp = λ∙(l/D)∙0.5ρ∙v² = R∙l
Re = (ρ·v·D)/η Reynolds number [-]
Re ≤ 2300 laminar flow
λ = (64η)/(ρ∙v·D) = 64/Re [-]

Re ≥ 3500 turbulent flow
1/√λ = -2log(ε/3,72D + 5,74/Re⁰′⁹⁰¹) [-]
2300 < Re < 3500 transition area
λ = (λl·(3500-Re)+λr·(Re-2300))/(3500-2300) [-]

Pressure losses in narrowing/tees/elbows
Δp = ζ∙0.5ρ∙v²

Information about pressure losses in valves is delivered by the supplier. An excel sheet is included in the
attachments (digital file) to simplify the use of these formula’s.

Conclusion
The tower height is related to the pressure losses over the network. The number that forms when all
pressure losses are added up has to be smaller or equal to the tower height to guarantee that the system
works. Next values are obtained using the formulas above.

Head loss for the taps are found in the product information sheet. A flow of 3 l/m gives a head loss of 0.1 m,
that means for six taps = 0.6 m.

Elbows: 6*0.0007 = 0.0042 m
Pipe with nominal diameter 19mm: 6*0.1 = 0.6 m
Narrowings 44-19mm: 6*0.0133 = 0.08 m
Tees: 7*0.002 = 0.014 m
Pipe with nominal diameter 44mm: 17m,18l/m = 0.13 m

100m,9l/m = 0.20 m
94m,9l/m = 0.19 m
7.4m.6l/m = 0.004 m
15m,6l/m = 0.007 m
12m,3l/m = 0.0007 m
5m,3l/m = 0.0003 m

Total = 1.83 m

The higher the flow and/or longer the distance the bigger the head loss. The height of tap stands and the
height of unfavorable slope in the terrain have to be added up to the calculated head loss. One meter height
for the taps gives a minimum height for the water tower of approximately three meters.

The starting point for structural calculations and design concepts will be five meters and possibilities to
assemble only three meters of tower structure.
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4.1.2 Column grid
A preference of Doctors without borders is to put a spare tank between the tower structure. The grid size of
2.2x2.2 meters is suggested. The distance between the columns is important, not depending on the
dimensions of the columns, because a spare tank has to be exchangeable when desired. Therefore it is
necessary to know the maximum tank diameter.

[picture: taylex.com.au]

For the dimension of the primary beams in the platform it is best to situate the columns as much as possible
near the outside of the tank. The list above shows 20 tank sizes with a capacity of 5000 liters from different
suppliers. All diameters are smaller than 2000 mm. This has to be the minimum distance between the
columns.

4.1.3 Load capacity
The structure has to withstand a maximum load capacity of 5325 kg. This is the weight of 5000 liters of
water, the tank itself and a maximum of two persons. The Eurocode has to be kept as guideline for structural
calculations to develop a safe water tower kit. Loads are divided in three categories: permanent, variable and
extreme, these load categories can occur singly and in combinations. Load combinations for the water tower
kit have to be calculated by the ultimate limit state (ULS) obtained from the NEN-EN 1990. The formula for
the loads in ULS is: 1.35 x permanent loads + 1.5 x variable loads.

Diameter x Height Reference
1770 x 2350 Tankgigant.nl
1850 x 1950 Shawsonplastics.co.za
1900 x 1960 Tanks-direct.co.uk
1860 x 2200 Tanks-direct.co.uk
1990 x 1990 Envirowatertanks.com
1800 x 2250 Tanks.co.nz
1850 x 2100 Qtank.com.au
1850 x 2200 Precisionpoly.com.au
1790 x 2210 Postma-kunststof-tanks.nl
1790 x 2210 Dbcom.nl
1780 x 2235 Wildkamp.nl
1820 x 2100 Rainharvest.co.za
1840 x 2100 Neltanks.co.za
1760 x 2100 Classifieos.co.zw
1850 x 1980 Atlasplastics.co.za
1810 x 2100 Aorisupplies.co.za
1840 x 2170 Rainwatertanksdirect.com.au
1830 x 2080 Rainwatertanksdirect.com.au
1800 x 2200 Rainwatertanksdirect.com.au
1730 x 2300 Rainwatertanksdirect.com.au
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4.2 Tower composition
The visualization below will serve as starting point for calculations such as wind loads. The sketch looks
simple but is not achievable at the site of an emergency area. Elements are too large for transportation and
manual assembly. Nevertheless the function of the water tower kit will be the same.

[sketch Water tower]

The water tower kit has to be compiled in a way that transportation and assembly is easy and the stability will
not be affected.

4.2.1 Packaging
In previous research of SPEEDKITS it has been decided to divide the kits in three different packaging
categories/sizes: bag, pallet and container. Guidelines, mappings and descriptions have been made of
various dimensional requirements associated with each one of those packaging levels.

Basic guidelines
The packaging itself:
The term bag refers to a generic class of packaging solutions. No standardized dimensions are used at all.
To make modular stacking on a pallet possible, advised is to make use of the Euro Collo module. This
module describes different packaging sizes, which could be easily combined on a pallet for example. The
absolute maximum weight of a bag is 50 kg. If possible, a bag including content will be less than 25 kg to be
transported by one person.
Dimensions of pallets differ all over the world. In Europe, two types of pallets are standard: the Euro pallet
(1200 x 800 mm) and the Block pallet (1200 x 1000 mm). If possible, these pallet sizes should be used.
Depending on the pallet material, different loads could be stacked on top of the pallet, up to 2000 kg.
Dimensions of ISO shipping containers are standardized all over the world. Therefore, these containers
could be transported by all kinds of transport means. Most common is the 20ft shipping container. Containers
are designed to handle big loads, almost up to 30 000 kg.

Level Container Pallet Bag
Size [mm]
Length Outside: 6.058 (20ft) or 12.192

(40ft)
Inside: 5.898 (20ft) or 12.032 (40ft)

1200 If height < 2000 mm:
Use Collo module sizes
(length x width)
600x400 600x200 600x100
400x300 400x200 400x150
400x100 300x200 300x100
200x150 200x100 150x100

Width Outside: 2.438
Door opening: 2.338

800 (Euro pallet)
1000 (Block pallet)

Height Outside: 2.591 or 2.896 (High
Cube)
Door opening: 2.280 or 2.585

Pallet itself: ca 150
On top: 2.000

Weight [kg]
Maximum
weight

Max payload (excl. container):
28.325 (20ft)
26.820 (40ft)
28.180 (20ft High Cube)
26.640 (40ft High Cube)

1500 kg
(wooden pallet)
Less if using other
materials

Max 50
Ideally less than 30

[Table: SPEEDKITS]
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Cube)
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Maximum
weight

Max payload (excl. container):
28.325 (20ft)
26.820 (40ft)
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(wooden pallet)
Less if using other
materials

Max 50
Ideally less than 30

[Table: SPEEDKITS]
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4.2 Tower composition
The visualization below will serve as starting point for calculations such as wind loads. The sketch looks
simple but is not achievable at the site of an emergency area. Elements are too large for transportation and
manual assembly. Nevertheless the function of the water tower kit will be the same.

[sketch Water tower]

The water tower kit has to be compiled in a way that transportation and assembly is easy and the stability will
not be affected.
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In previous research of SPEEDKITS it has been decided to divide the kits in three different packaging
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various dimensional requirements associated with each one of those packaging levels.
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(1200 x 800 mm) and the Block pallet (1200 x 1000 mm). If possible, these pallet sizes should be used.
Depending on the pallet material, different loads could be stacked on top of the pallet, up to 2000 kg.
Dimensions of ISO shipping containers are standardized all over the world. Therefore, these containers
could be transported by all kinds of transport means. Most common is the 20ft shipping container. Containers
are designed to handle big loads, almost up to 30 000 kg.
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Cube)
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On top: 2.000
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Max payload (excl. container):
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[Table: SPEEDKITS]
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Most important principles are to make the package and its content as efficient as possible: kits should be as
light as possible, kits should be as compact / easy to handle as possible and kits should be as cheap as
possible. Essential is that each material and component used for packaging purposes should be efficient and
without any redundant part. It would be best when the package itself has a function in the kit. The package
must sufficiently protect the content. However, the content of the kit must be clear from the packaging.

Conclusion
The water tower, when disassembled and divided into parts, should fit perfectly on a (block) pallet. Therefore
a water tower kit should be designed to easily fit on a pallet. Maximum size on top of the pallet is
1200x1000x2000mm. The choice to use a pallet is because all parts together can easily weigh over 400 kg.
The maximum weight of the load on top of the pallet can be 1500 kg.

[sketch block pallet]

Lifting of the package that stands on top of a pallet in a storage depot or loading it on a truck should be no
problem, especially with a forklift. Eliminating the use of a wooden pallet by stacking the elements together,
in a way that lifting with a forklift is still possible, would be even better. Modular use of elements will be
elaborated in the next paragraph. The package however has to be packed carefully allowing to unload
manually.

4.2.2 Modularity
Modularity of elements can be important for various reasons, for example for transport or during assembly
but also for ordering spare parts. Assembly mistakes are less likely when profiles for the different tower
heights are interchangeable. Another example could be to use the secondary beams to create platforms on
the horizontal members to rule out the necessity to climb in the structure. In a modular system, packaging or
profiles should be used for multiple functions.

4.3 Durability
Expanding a system is much more expensive than building it with sufficient capacity from the start. In
general, 30 years is the standard design period, although this can change depending on circumstances.
[Santiago Arnalich Castañeda, 2010]

Once materials being send to an emergency location, then they will remain in the field. Removing materials
is expensive and most times not even possible because the materials are not only dedicated to the
emergency anymore. Service points such as water points become necessary for life.
[Virgo, 2013]

Doctors without borders never knows exactly for what period after emergencies hospital compounds are
required. Hospital compounds often operate fully during a time span between five and ten years. Structures
should require as less maintenance as possible because the lack of attitude, knowledge and materials to
maintain the water tower. These facts and the two statements above explain why the water tower should
have a lifespan of at least 30 years which means that the used materials have to be really durable.
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4.4 Boundary conditions
Compound Area hospital compound

Number of people during maximum occupancy
10.000 m²
80 p

Water Volume tank
Maximum dimensions tank (DxH)
Tank weight
Water supply: surface/groundwater or tankering

5000 l
1.8 x 2.2 m
120 kg
-

Water netwerk Length ringpipe
Type piping
Diameter piping
Number of taps open at same time
Minimum water demand at tap
Maximum water demand at tap
Depth pipe (when possible)
Locate long branches in beginning of the ringpipe,
shorten branches to the end of the ringpipe

255 m
HDPE
50 mm
6
0.6 l/m
3.0 l/m
400/600 mm

Taps Brand and type

Head loss for 3 l/min. (0.2 liter in 4 seconds)

Talbot Talflo
Self closing
0.1 m

Foundation Temporary foundation

Permanent foundation
Both have to be provided with adjustment tools

Footings +
extra loads
Concrete

Structure Minimum height tower
Minimum distance between columns
There has to be the ability to put or remove a tank in between
without demounting the tower in total.
Material optimalisation
Stability
Try to limit the amount of (different)elements

3.0 m
Tank diameter

Weight
Wind/ earthq

Platform Space around tank
Accessibility
Prevent to fall of
Railing to prevent falling

0.5 m
Ladder
Railing
1m

Kit dimensions Type package
Maximum length
Maximum width
Maximum height
Maximum weight

Block pallet
1.20 m
1.00 m
2.00 m
1500 kg

Assembly Assembly time
Number of people needed
Maximum weight by element
Elements fit only in referred position
Connections by using simple tools
Use of construction machinery
Modularity: platform / tower structure
Limit climbing

1 day
2/4 pers.
25 kg

wrench
Ruled out
3/5 m

Durability Lifespan
Stays available after emergency aid

30 years

Wind loads Terrain category
Reference period

II
30 years
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5 CONCEPTS
Weight optimalisation is very important for transport and assembly. Elements should be easy to handle. This
does not mean that structural design choices are only made by the fact that that option has the smallest
weight. For example the number of different parts or the quantity of parts can be more important, especially
when the weight does not differ a lot. These concepts help to develop the final design for a water tower kit.

5.1 Structural analysis
Starting to divide the water tower in the parts platform, tower structure and foundation to research the most
optimal composition for each part. This analysis is related to the load distribution through the structure.

The water tower is most likely used during rough conditions and near structures that accommodate shelter
for people. These structures will easily collapse when a water tower by accident falls on top. That is why load
cases are multiplied with safety factors of the ultimate limit state. Permanent loads are multiplied with the
safety factor 1.35 and variable loads with 1.5.

5.1.1 Platform
The platform is composed of primary beams, secondary beams and grating on top. The research was started
with seven different variants of the platform in order to search for the best load distribution. This will lead to
the smallest and lightest profiles for secondary and primary beams as possible. Differences are the number
of secondary beams. Load calculations for each variant are shown in the table below. Grating is applied to
connect all beams. The total size is 2.9x2.9 meters. Properties of dimensions and weights are obtained from
the Dejo product guide (appendices). Combining different spans and loads results in different gratings. The
secondary beams distribute the load to the primary beams. The middle beam has to distribute the greatest
load. The middle beam defines the profile for all secondary beams. The primary beams on their turn
distribute the load to the columns. Every variant has two primary beams.

[sketch: platform composition]

The weight distribution of the load by the water tank improves when applying more secondary beams. This
can result in a lighter structure because of the use of smaller profile dimensions. The advantage is not infinite
and can lead to increasing weight by applying to much secondary beams.

Dimensions are calculated for the seven possibilities shown above. Drawing structural schemes helps to
calculate the greatest momentum as shown in the appendix. Now the required section modulus can be
calculated and the profiles can be chosen from the building technical table book.

Grating can be chosen depending on the distance between the secondary beams. The load per square
meter is in all situations equal. Gratings can be performed in steel or plastic. Plastic gratings have the
advantage in weight and processing, steel gratings have higher strength. The information for the gratings is
gained by the document from Dejo that is added in the appendix.

A last part that has to be connected to the platform is a railing to prevent falling while
working on the platform. The railing has to be able to endure downward force of 1.25
kN and 0.3 kN upwards and sideways. [Dakenraad, 2012] The height of the railing should
be at least one meter. For a beam the crucial point lies in the middle between two
columns. The span between two columns has a relation with the secondary beams
because this is the connection point for the railing on the platform. Again the span and
loads on the beam provide a momentum that leads to the required section modulus.
The column is maximal loaded when the force is applied directly to the column. The
type of column will be the same for all variants, this is because bending stress on the
column is determinative.

[picture: Dakenraad 2012]
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Conclusion
The table below shows calculations for the railing and the profile dimensions in all seven variants. When
comparing the variants it is important to review the number of parts, weight per part and the total weight.
These criteria lead to the most efficient composition of the platform. For example the difference between
variant five and six is 6 kg but eliminates one secondary beam and gives an more evenly spreading of the
railing columns. So assembly wise variant five is the better solution.
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5.1.2 Columns, horizontal members and bracing
Horizontal members can be added to reduce the buckling effect on the columns. The length of the columns is
too large for easy transportation, keeping the different tower heights of 3 and 5 meters in mind.

[sketch: buckling lengths]

The main difference between the four variants above is the buckling length of the column. As the buckling
length shortens, horizontal members and bracings add up. The tower structure has to be divided in parts to
transport and to fit in the package of a block pallet. Parts cannot have a dimension that is larger than 2
meters. Columns larger than two meters bring difficulties not only for packaging but also for assembly. An
example is the accessibility of the connection of the horizontal members with the columns from the ground
level. Comparing these four different variants on total weight, number of profiles and size.

The reaction forces of the platform are used to calculate the dimensions for the columns. Formulas and
numbers are shown in the conclusion. The shorter the buckling length the smaller the profile dimension and
the lower the weight of the columns. Now it is necessary to calculate the dimensions of the horizontal
members and bracings. After these steps it will be possible to compare the total weight of the different
variants. The horizontal forces on the water tower are needed to calculate the horizontal members and
bracing. The horizontal forces are wind on tank, platform and structure.

Wind
Three different parts, tank, platform, and structure, are separately researched with the help of the Eurocode
NEN-EN 1991-1-4. The calculations were started with assumptions about profile dimensions. The terrain
category for the hospital compound equals terrain category II, an area with small vegetation and obstacles
such as trees and buildings. Previous research of SPEEDKITS shows that a basic wind speed of 31 m/s (10
minutes mean, 10 meters height, 30 years as reference period) is acceptable for the calculations of wind
influences on the water tower. A wind speed of 31 m/s means in the Beaufort wind scale a really heavy storm
that causes enormous damage to buildings and forests. [knmi.nl]
The extreme wind pressure for the different heights of tank, platform and structure are calculated by
Eurocode1. In the digital attachment is a Excel file included that shows the wind loads for the given reference
period, building height, terrain category and basic wind speed.

This leads to the following extreme wind pressures (qd(z)):

Tank qd(7.40) = 1.224 kN/m2

qd(6.75) = 1.193 kN/m2

Platform qd(5.20) = 1.104 kN/m2

Structure qd(5.00) = 1.091 kN/m2

[picture: NEN-EN 1991-1-4, terrain category II]
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[picture: NEN-EN 1991-1-4, terrain category II]
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Most tanks are round but it is also possible that a square tank is placed on top of the platform. Wind has a
bigger impact on square tanks than on round tanks. That is why calculations are made to withstand wind
load on a square tank. The structure height of the tank is approximately 7,4 for a round tank or 6.75 meter for
a square tank. This assumption is needed to determine the extreme wind pressure.

Fwind;round tank= CsCd x Cf x qp(7.4) x Aref
1 x 0.48 x 1.224 x (1.8x2.2) = 2.33 kN

Fwind;square tank= Cdim x Cindex x qp(6.75) x Aref
0.98 x (0.8+0.4) x 1.193 x (1.8x1.55) = 3.92 kN

This wind load translates into a load in the middle of the tank. The structural scheme below shows the
platform with in the middle a vertical line that stands for the middle point of the water tank. This structural
scheme stands for half of the tank and platform, to simplify the calculations in a 2D structure. All sides will be
performed the same because the direction of wind can vary. The load on the vertical line gives a momentum
to the platform that creates vertical and horizontal forces in the supports.

The platform will be considered as a flat (closed) area with downwards or upwards wind loads and next to
that load by wind friction. Downwards and upwards wind loads on the platform are divided in several zones
that comes down to a higher wind load on the edges of the platform.
qwind;down platform= CsCd x Cp,net1/3 x qp(5.2) x d

1 x 1.24 x 1.104 x 2.9 = 3.97 kN/m
qwind;down platform= CsCd x Cp,net2 x qp(5.2) x d

1 x 0.76 x 1.104 x 2.9 = 2.43 kN/m

qwind;up platform= CsCd x Cp,net1/3 x qp(5.2) x d
1 x 1.4 x 1.104 x 2.9 = 4.48 kN/m

qwind;up platform= CsCd x Cp,net2 x qp(5.2) x d
1 x 0.74 x 1.104 x 2.9 = 2.37 kN/m

Fwind; fr= Cfr x qp(5.2) x Afr
0.01 x 1.104 x 16.82 = 0.19 kN
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At last there is a wind load on the structure. Estimations of the profile dimensions for the columns and
horizontal members are 90 mm and bracing of 20 mm. When dimensions turn out to be larger than these
assumptions then it is necessary to recalculate these wind loads. The wind load on the bracing is different for
each variant because the lengths varies.

qw; columns= CsCd x Cf x qp(5) x B
1 x 1.867 x 1.091 x 0.09 = 0.18 kN/m *1.5= 0.27

Fw; horz= CsCd x Cf x qp(5) x Aref
1 x 1.47 x 1.091 x 0.09 = 0.14 kN *1.5= 0.21

Fw; bracing= CsCd x Cf x qp(5) x Aref

k1 1 x 1.974 x 1.091 x 0.03 = 0.07 kN *1.5= 0.11
k2 1 x 1.932 x 1.091 x 0.03 = 0.06 kN *1.5= 0.09
k3 1 x 1.869 x 1.091 x 0.02 = 0.04 kN *1.5= 0.06
k4 1 x 1.827 x 1.091 x 0.02 = 0.04 kN *1.5= 0.06

Conclusion
The wind load (tank, platform downwards, structure) in combination with load from the platform with tank and
persons lead to the dimensions of the horizontal members and bracing.

The profiles situated near ground surface bear the highest loads. The picture below shows only the bottom
element to simplify the structural scheme to calculate the horizontal member and bracing.
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The table below summarizes the calculations for the columns with corresponding horizontal members and
bracing. The difference in weight for the first two compositions is only small. In terms of weight optimalisation
the best variant will be variant I. Not only the optimal weight is of importance but also the fact that elements
have to fit on a pallet and have to be easy to handle. This can be achieved by using a little more weight,
variant II would be the best solution overall. Using smaller elements automatically brings the necessity of
more connections. Connections have a need for extra materials that add weight and difficulties during
assembly.
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5.1.3 Tower stability
The most favorable situation is to build the water tower kit on top
of a concrete foundation. A foundation keeps the tower from
sagging and overturning. To make a foundation takes time and
materials that are sometimes not available. The easy calculation
below shows wether a foundation is necessary for overturning.

[picture: Davis 2002]

Tower variant 5 meters 3 meters
P * A = 3.92 kN (Fw=0.98 x (0.8+0.4) x 1.097 x (1.8x1.55)) 3.6 kN
h = 5.2 + 0.78 = 5.98 m (5.2-1.67) + 0.78 = 4.31 m
W = 115 + 350 + 125 kg = 5.79 kN (2/3 x 115) + 350 + 125 kg = 5.41 kN
d = 1.04 m 1.04 m

6.02 > 23.44 is not true 5.63 > 15.52 is not true

This means when the tank is empty and extreme wind pressures takes place the tower will overturn without a
foundation or other precautions. Several solutions for this problem such as adding weight, enlarging the
column distance at the base or reducing the size of the tank are elaborated for the 5 meter variant.

Adding weight
In terms of adding weight to prevent overturning, over 2300 kg should be added. The specific weight of
concrete is 2400 kg/m3 so a concrete foundation should consist out no less than 0.96 m3 concrete. Other
solutions in adding weight could be to put sand bags on top of the footers or anchoring the tower to the
second water tank between the columns (this tank should contain at least 2200 liters of water, when the top
water tower is less than half full), or to the ground with large stakes (sketch on the right). To visualize the
quantity of sand bags, 25 kg a piece (do it yourself market), 92 bags should be stacked on top of the footers
(sketch in the middle). These sand bags could be shipped empty and filled at the location with the available
sand or gravel.

[sketch: spare tank, sand bags, anchoring]
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Column distance
Another possibility could be to enlarge the base of the structure. The distance of the columns should be at
least 3 meter wider on each side without adding weight (left sketch). The sketch on the right shows a
foundation concept that could serve as a temporary foundation. The tower would have to rest on the added
triangles to make it possible to dig out a permanent foundation under the columns.

[sketch: tapered structure , temporary foundation]

Tank size
The tank size that is permitted without further precautions has a volume of approximately 1 m3.

Conclusion
The solutions which lead to a larger base contain a lot more materials than the solutions for adding weight.
Other disadvantages in the solutions with larger column distances are the difficulties in connections to
footers and platform and the diversity in elements is bigger. All solutions to add weight are feasible with only
a few extra parts. Placing a tank in between the structure when a concrete foundation is not possible. The
straps can also be used to fasten the tower to four provided anchors if there is no spare tank available. If the
ground surface is too hard for anchors, then sandbags could be the solution.
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5.1.4 Connections
Connections of different parts are very important by developing a kit. Connections are weak points if not
performed correctly. The assembly of connections should be really easy and during transport as less fragile
as possible. A common way to bolt something together is with the use of base and gusset plates. These
plates are often very delicate for bending during transport or assembly. When applying the plates as shown
in the sketches below the actual size between the columns becomes smaller.

Columns
Instead of using plates, connections for the columns can also be realized by inserting a smaller profile. All
profiles get for example a downsized or upsized top that fits exactly in the profile above. The contact area is
many times smaller than the variant above however it can be increased by adding bolts.

The positions of the welds are pointed out with an arrow. The left variant has an undesired position of the
weld because columns cannot fit tightly anymore. The variant with the downsized profile is favorable
because the profiles fit perfectly together due to the available profiles in ‘Staalprofielen, Bouwen met staal’
and the added weight will be less than the upsized variant. The sketch on the right shows a possible solution
to weld the profiles together by making a incision for the weld.

[sketch: vertical column connection]
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Horiontal members and bracing
Either the column or the horizontal member needs to be provided with a extra part to realize a ferm
connection. The first sketch uses a welded profile on the column that will be very rigid. Adding profiles to the
column complicates packaging because these connections go in two different directions. The second sketch
shows a welded plate on the horizontal member. Bolts can have several purposes, securing the columns,
connecting the horizontal members and bracing. Either the bolt holes (shown in sketch 2) or the horizontal
members have to be staggered. The bracing can be connected to gusset plates or to nuts that have a ring on
top.

1

2 3
[sketch: horizontal connection]

Conclusion
Adding as less material and adjustments as possible leads to a sleek design. Small additions are most likely
to bend or break during transport and complicate packaging. Smart connections can ensure easy assembly.
In order to rule out errors it is best to develop elements that are totally universal or specific to fit in only one
position.
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5.2 Assembly methods
The assembly method can have a big impact on the design. If profiles are used for other functions than they
are originally designed for can for example mean that the profiles need more connection holes or slightly
different dimensions.

5.2.1 Leveling
The footer below is used for leveling a scaffold system. This system is fully adjustable without turning the
column or the footplate due to the thread and the spindle. A level on top of the first horizontal members,
which are connected to the footers, tells which footer needs more height. Some improvements have to be
made when applying this system to the water tower. The column in this example is positioned on the spindle
that acts as a large nut, keeping the column from going down. The watertower will still overturn when
extreme wind loads take place and there is no connection between columns and spindle.

[picture: rolight.nl] [document: rolight.nl]

5.2.2 Construction levels
The assembly of the tower starts from ground level. The first level is easy to assemble while standing next to
the elements if column elements are smaller than 2 meters. The following levels can be connected with the
help of one or two small help platforms, as shown in the pictures below (for each side one platform, front and
back). Whether this is possible depends on the dimensions of the horizontal members.

[Sketch: small platforms]
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The load on the horizontal members (B) consists out of four secondary profiles (A, each 20 kg), four grating
elements (5.67 kg) and one person (100 kg) on each platform, resulting in the mechanical scheme shown
below. The maximum momentum is used to calculate the required section modules.

Wreq. = Md*106 / Fy;d

0.37*106 / 235 = 1.57*103 mm3

Profile 30x30x2
W 1.81*103 mm3

The horizontal members allow it to use two platforms. Assembly in this way would be best with three people.
One should supply elements, the other two have to connect the different parts together. Platforms can be
moved to the next level when the ladder is installed.

5.2.3 Lifting the water tank
If the tower height is 5 meter and the platform is 2.9 x 2.9 meters then it is possible to use the railing to
create a slope at an angle of approximately 65° to lift the water tank. Fixing the slide to the platform and
providing a connection on the bottom prevents that the beams of the slope move apart. Several connection
parts for the railing have to be included in the kit.

Another possible solution to lift the water tank to the platform is to pull the tank through the middle of the
structure and then closing the opening by applying the secondary beams in between. A disadvantage is that
these actions require a lot of people on the structure.
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5.3 Packaging
The bigger the lengths of elements the easier assembly will be due to few connections. Less errors can be
made when elements are already partly connected. It is still very important to use packages as small as
possible. The pallet would be a good tool to transport and store the water tower kit. It would be even better
when parts of the water tower kit eliminate the need of the pallet.

The first concept for packaging is dividing the tower structure in elements that fit the pallet barely. When
looking at the ground plan, the columns are divided in two over the diagonals. This results in a part with a
length of 2 meters, a width of 0.1 meters and a height between 1 and 1.2 meters, depending on the way of
stacking on the pallet. When choosing for 1 meter of height, 2 more parts will fit in the package.

[sketch: structure elements]

All parts consist out of two half column profiles, two horizontal members and x-bracing. There is some extra
use of materials in comparison to a normal structure and not to mention the extra packaging that is needed
for the whole kit. The sketch above shows a pallet with 13 structure parts, providing a tower height of 3
meters. If the platform, grating and remaining structure parts fit on another pallet, it is still taking four times as
much as the variant below.

[sketch: packaging]
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6 FINAL DESIGN
This chapter will show the final design with connection details and calculations. The most favorable profile
dimensions and quantities from the previous chapter will be examined and elaborated. Internal loads are
checked with SCIA engineer software to validate the manual calculations. The internal loads are used for
calculations of the connections.

6.1 Internal forces (SCIA)
A basic geometry is modeled, using three segments of 1.67 m high, stabilized with x-bracing. The
connections of the columns are fixed, the rest are conducted as hinges. Using steel quality S235, column
dimensions 40x40x2, horizontal members 30x30x2 and round steel of 8 mm for bracing. The reaction loads
of the platform element are used to simulate the loads on top of the structure.

The different load cases:
L1: Self weight of components
L2: Load platform, full water tank
L3: Load platform, empty water tank
L4: Wind, structure
L5: Wind downwards, platform
L6: Wind upwards, platform
L7: Wind friction, platform
L8: Wind, tank

Load combination to calculate connections and foundation on pressure:
LC1: L1 + L2 + L4 + L5 + L7 + L8

Internal load in members
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Load combination to calculate foundation on tensile:
LC2: L1 + L3 + L4 + L6 + L7 + L8

Internal load in members

Conclusion
Load combination 1 has all footers loaded with pressure loads. Load combination 2 shows tensile loads in
one footer and pressure loads in the other, this is important for the foundation. Loads are most heavy in S12
and S4 during load combination 1, as assumed in previous calculations. The engineering program distributed
the horizontal (wind) loads in the nodes to a diagonal (S10 / S12) and vertical load. Concluding in added load
for the columns. This results in bigger column dimensions than anticipated, the new dimension that satisfies
will be a square tube of 50/50/2. The connections in the water tower need to be checked to these internal
loads.
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6.2 Tower geometry
The water tower is divided in three different parts: platform, structure and footers. Each part is compiled from
several smaller elements. This chapter will visualize the elements and their connections, starting with an
overview of the water tower. The total amount of elements is listed below.

The final design has 10 different elements in total, exclusive bolts.
Part Size [mm] Quantity Mass per part [kg]
Grating 990*1437

409*1437
409*945

4
3
1

18
9
5

Secondary beams
Primary beams

120/60/2.5 * 2900
IPE120 * 2900

7
2

22
32

Railing beams
Railing columns

40/20/2 * 5.83 (incl. hinges)
35/35/2 * 1103

2
12

10
2.2

Columns
Horizontal members
Bracing

50/50/2 * 1670
30/30/2 * 1896
Φ6 steel cable * 2400

12
13
24

6
3.3
0.4

Foundation parts 40/40/2 * 150
(incl. spindles and footings)

4 7

Ladder 20/20/2 * 1670 3 5.2
Total mass 536.5
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6.2.1 Platform
Using platform variant five from chapter 5.1.1, this composition has the best results for the number of parts in
combination with weight. The platform consist out two primary beams with seven secondary beams and
grating on top. Now elaborating al parts starting from top going down.

Grating
The option for grating with the lowest mass is the plastic grating element with mesh sizes of 38x38 mm and a
height of 25 mm. Ribs have different sizes, on top 6.7 mm and at the bottom 5 mm to save material. Most
obvious span direction is perpendicular on the secondary profiles. The grating elements will get a maximum
width of 450 mm because of the telescopic parts of the secondary beams (see details secondary beams).
The larger the dimensions the less numbers of parts. Dividing the platform in two gives elements of
approximately 450 x 2900 mm. The middle parts can be much wider.

Exact sizes:
Side parts (3 pieces)
450 / (38+6.7) = 10.07 10 x (38+6.7) = 447 + 6.7 = 453.7 (to large) - (38+6.7) = 409 mm
1450 / (38+6.7) = 32.44 32 x (38+6.7) = 1430.4 + 6.7 = 1437.1 mm
Different profile related to the entry to the platform (1 piece)
409 x 945.4 mm

Middle parts
1000 / (38+6.7) = 22.37 22 x (38+6.7) = 983.4 + 6.7 = 990.1 mm

4x 3x 1x
[sketch: grating]

Connecting the grating to the secondary beams with standard grating connecters shown at the pictures
below. The first connector is used to connect the grating together, the second connector can be bolted to the
secondary beam (pointed out later in this research).

[Pictures: thielco.nl]
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Railing
The railing consists out of beams and columns that have to be connected to the secondary beams. Profile
dimensions are 35x35x2 (columns) and 40x20x2 (beams). The positions will be pointed out and visible in a
total overview. The columns have a notch on top to provide an easy and rigid support for the beams.

12x 2x

The beam of the railing is provided with hinges because the beam has another function during assembly.
This will be elaborated in chapter 6.3.

Secondary beam
The composition of the secondary beam consist of a telescopic element. The middle part has to distribute the
load of the water tank, the space around only has to endure a load consisting of two people. The length of
the element when put together may not exceed two meter. Several connection holes are threaded in order to
achieve simple connections during assembly.

The main part is a rectangular tube of 120x60x2.5 mm, with inside two smaller parts of 100x50x2 mm filled
out with welded slabs as shown in the sketch below.

[sketch: secondary beam] Connection holes for columns and grating

Connection holes
for grating

Notch for beams
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7x

A welded plate stops the telescopic parts from moving out at the desired position, the threaded holes for
connection to the primary beams become visible now.

Primary beam
The primary beams, IPE 120, have a length of 2900 mm and are composed from two parts to fit the package.
The connection is realized with two metal plates bolted together and welded to the IPE between the third and
fourth secondary beam. The top of the primary beam is provided with several holes to position and connect
the secondary beams. Small square tubes at the bottom ensure a rigid connection to the columns. The body
of the IPE has to be checked for strength at these positions where the columns connect.

Iy body= √I / A = ((1/12) x 40 x 4.43) / (40 x 4.4) = 1.61
λ = Lbuc / Iy = 0.12 / 1.61 = 0.07 gives ωbuc = 1
Nc;u;d = 1 x 235 x 40 x 4.4 = 41360 N = 41.36 kN

There are no reinforcements necessary when loads are smaller than the Nc;u;d, as in this case the profile
satisfies. Position of the holes in relation to profile bodies are performed as subscribed in NEN-EN 1993-1-8.

2x

The number and positions of the bolts will be elaborated later on in this research. The square profiles
(45x45x3) are welded underneath the IPE.

threaded holes for columns

threaded holes for
connection to primary beam

holes for secondary beams

holes for columns and horizontal members
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6.2.2 Tower structure
The tower structure consists out of columns, horizontal members and bracing. It is important to make the
connections with as less added materials as possible. Variant two from chapter 5.1.2 is elaborated and
developed in this chapter.

Columns
The columns are connected by using a downsized profile, welded on one side and bolted on the other. The
required profile dimension for the columns by using elements of 1.67 meters is 50x50x2. The profile that will
fit inside is 45x45x3. The downsized profile is welded to the bottom of the column because otherwise the
assembly height will increase.

12x

The maximum bolt size to use with this profile is calculated by minimal required steel surface round a hole.

Minimal distance between hole and end of the profile e1/2 has to be 1.2 x diameter hole. For the profile of
50x50x2 applies 42 = d0 + 2x 1.2d0, resulting in d0 = 12.35 mm so the maximum bolt size is M12. The
recommended bolt size for use with a IPE120 is M8. [Bouwkunde tabellenboek, 2003] Calculations are started with
M8 bolts for this reason.

Shear resistance for M8 bolts is:
Fv,rd = (0.6 x Fub x A) / үm2 = (0.6 x 800 x 36.6 x 10-3) / 1.25 = 14.05 kN per bolt per section.
Compressive strain for M8 bolt:
Fb,rd = (K1 x αb x fu x d x t) / үm2 = (1.88 x 0.44 x 360 x 8 x 2 x 10-3) / 1.25 = 7.04 kN per bolt per section.
[Bouwen met staal, 2012]
Using four bolts for connecting the columns together is sufficient.

Horizontal members
The horizontal members are connected at the same bolts that keep the columns together. Dimensions are
30x30x2 mm. Small steel strips are added at both ends. The size of these elements is the exact size
between the columns.

12x

Incision for weld
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Bracing
Steel cables with a diameter of 6 mm can bear a tensile stress of more than 1350 kg. The bracing is
connected to the same bolts that keep the columns and horizontal members in place. The nut is provided
with a ring as showed in the picture on the right. Turnbuckle, sockets, d-connections and cable clamps are
used to assemble the bracings.

[picture: staalkabelstunter.com, berner.eu]

Bolt on tensile load
Ft,Rd = (k2 x fub x As) / үm2 = (0.9 x 800 x 36.6 x 10-3) / 1.25 = 21.08 kN

Puncture resistant
Bp,Rd = (0.6π x dm x tp x fu) / / үm2 = (0.6π x 13 x 4 x 235 x 10-3) / 1.25 = 18.43 kN

Bolt at shear and tensile
(Fv,Ed / Fv,Rd ) + (Ft,Ed / 1.4Ft,rd ) ≤ 1.0

( 27.12 / 112.4 ) + ( 9.78 / 1.4*21.08 ) = 0.57 therefore satisfies

Standard quality eye-nuts, d-connections and turnbuckles resist only small loads. These parts are made from
drop forged mild steel. Documentation shows the maximal (breaking) load. The maximum load in the bracing
is 9.63 kN. The standard parts have a steel quality of 3.6 and are zinc plated. The dimensions will be
enormously when using parts with this quality. The size for the eye-nut that could be used with this load is a
M20 eye-nut with a maximum load of 12 kN. A turnbuckle of M14 can bear a load of 13.2 kN and a d-
connection of 16 mm can bear a load of 10 kN.
[Fabory, 2014]

Applying a higher steel quality means smaller dimensions but also higher costs.

[Pictures: kwintwebshop.nl]

Grade 80 type 802 eye-nuts, on the left picture, have a breaking load of 3200 kg. The middle picture shows a
closed body rigging screw that has a breaking load of 1500 kg with 8 mm thread. The green-pin d-connector,
on the right picture. with a pin of 8 mm has a breaking load of 3000 kg. [kwintwebshop.nl]
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6.2.3 Footers (foundation)
It is preferred to construct a concrete foundation with dimensions for four footings of at least 600x600x700
mm. In order to be able to use the steel foot plates in combination with concrete foundations, foot plates
should be approximately 300x300 mm. The system as explained in chapter 5.2.1 will be used for leveling of
the tower. Stakes and threaded bars should be included as well. Threaded bars will be used for connection
to the concrete foundation. Stakes are needed for use without concrete foundation.

[sketch: footers]

The water tower needs extra weight in order to prevent overturning without a concrete foundation. This will
be solved by adding sandbags and straps to the kit. The straps are meant to connect the spare water tank to
the structure. One remark is that the spare tank has to be at least half full at all times to prevent overturning.
The sandbags are meant as emergency solution, when for example no spare tank is available or water is
really scarce.

How to choose for the best suitable foundation solution will be explained in the assembly guide.
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6.3 Packaging
All elements are smaller than two meters allowing to stack the parts on a pallet. Stacking them together,
using as less space as possible is not positive to the stability of the package. Creating a box with the grating
elements could increase stability. Small parts are now better protected. There is also the possibility to include
some HDPE pipeline or couplings for the network.

Grating connections that are designed for connection to the secondary beams can be used to create the box.
One water tower kit for a water tower that is five meters high fits on half a blockpallet.
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6.4 Assembly
This chapter shows step by step assembly for a water tower kit without the presence of a concrete
foundation.

[picture: hijsjob.nl]

Starting with the positioning of the footers. With the help of two straps and some hooks to connect them to
realize the square with diagonals from the sketch above. Prepositioned rings in the straps have to ensure
dimensional accuracy.

By turning the large ‘bolt’ a spindle welded on a plate moves in or out the foundation profile. A leveling tool
on top of the horizontal members is the best way to level the structure.

The next step is to assemble the columns, horizontal members and bracing from ground level. The next level
will be assembled with the help of four secondary beams and two gratings. Each platform can hold one
person, a third person should hand out the necessary structure parts.
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The last step hat to be repeating for the second level. It is still possible to hand out parts because of the
length and the weight of the elements.

After the assembly of the columns one help level needs to be moved to the middle of the structure for the
assembly of the first part of the secondary beams. Last two beams have to be assembled from the platform,
bringing as much grating elements as possible to the platform before removing the temporary level.
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The slide realized from the railing beams is to support the assembly of the water tank. The slide is connected
at the platform at the positions of the railing columns. At the ground level the railing beams are joined
together to prevent movement.

Tools necessary to assemble the water tower are straps,
wrenches and a level. Helpful would be to include a small
hacksaw to edit the gratings for the output of the water
tank.
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6.5 Material costs
This calculation is a first indication for the costs of the prototype. Prices will become more clear when
requests for quotes are done by several steel workshops. Costs for the prototype have to be monitored and
analyzed.

All steel parts except bracings €3750,- [P.S.N. Metaalbewerking BV]
Hot dip galvanizing €600,- [P.S.N. Metaalbewerking BV]

Grating €750,- [kunststofroosters.nl]

Bracing €750,- [kwintwebshop.nl]

Total €5850,-
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7 EVALUATION
Examples of water tower kit in the way that they are explained in this research are found nowhere. Testing
the fast solutions that are elaborated in the state of the art to the boundary conditions drawn in chapter four
was not successful. The developed water tower kit needs to meet a lot of demands. The design in chapter 6
is mostly focused on weight and size of elements and the total package, keeping in mind that it may not get
to complicated.

Detailed comparisons to designs with other geometrics or materials could lead to a better design. For
example dimensional differences between 3 and 5 meter towers. Also exact costs are only known after
prototyping or agreements with metal workshops

This research results in a design that could easily be used for a water tower kit. Nevertheless, some remarks
have to be included in order to assemble and use this water tower kit adequately. A simple instruction guide
for applying the right tower height and assembly would be a must.

Detailed drawings for steel workshops and a detailed assembly manual are included alongside this report.
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Appendix 1: Interview 1
Date: 1 November 2013 Contact: Frank Rammeloo [DWB]

Allereerst vertelt dhr. R over zijn rol en bezigheden bij DWB. De gedachten die voor DWB interessant zijn.
Dhr. R is hierbij deelnemer bij het project van SPEEDKITS, in zoverre dat hij als het ware gewoon aanschuift
gewoon bij het project. Bij DWB heeft hij eigen ontwikkelprojecten en probeert daarmee zijn voordeel te
halen bij SPEEDKITS. Daarnaast probeert hij richting te geven door als eindgebruiker te kunnen bepalen
wat er wordt ontwikkeld (specificaties die nodig zijn).
Het is voor dhr. R belangrijk om dit te doen en om te laten zien dat hij ook zijn eigen traject heeft in
speedkits, zodat er dadelijk niet gezegd wordt dat dhr. R gebruik maakt van speedkits maar dit eigenlijk
andersom is. De vraag van dhr. R is dan ook om afspraken te maken hoe we dat gaan doen. Onderling
maakt het allemaal niet zoveel uit. Als we maar verder komen.

Korte discussie:
Huidige producten met de daarbij behorende specificaties blijven onduidelijk. Met name wat gebeurd bij
verschalen van het formaat van bijvoorbeeld een bestaand systeem. DWB kan niks ontwikkelen en zal van
de markt gebruik moeten maken. Vraag is naar innovatie in plaats van totale nieuwe ontwikkeling om de aan
de wensen van DWB te voldoen. Dhr. R is hier nu al ongeveer anderhalf jaar mee bezig en wil graag link
leggen van multi purposes naar permanente gebouwen. Werkwijze van systemen zouden overeen moeten
komen om te zorgen voor eenvoud. Kwaliteit van materialen is een van de belangrijke vraagstukken die ook
komt kijken bij bijvoorbeeld de watertorens.
De vraag die dhr. R hierbij stelt is: Wat is de actie die je doet om het risico te verkleinen?
Het vaststellen van de levenstuur is gewoon ontzetten moeilijk. Hoe lang wil DWB nou dat het blijft staan?
En is dat dan de technische levensduur. Volgens dhr. R is hierop geen goed antwoord, dit komt dan ook
door de onzekerheid of de vastgestelde levensduur wel haalbaar is. DWB moet de keuze maken hoe lang de
levensduur zou moeten zijn. Bij DWB is namelijk ervaring in het veld.
Het ontwerpproces van de watertoren wordt begonnen met een aantal aannames. Dhr. G: je zegt gewoon ik
wil een lite versie en een zware versie dan worden het er gewoon twee, maar je gaat er niet tussenin zitten
rommelen want dan wordt het altijd allebei niet wat je zoekt. Dhr. R: tijdens het proces zou je dan toch weer
uit kunnen komen op een. Daarom moet je er gewoon aan beginnen. Dhr. G: door alle variabelen krijg je
toch veel verschillende varianten. Vaak is ligt het aan de omstandigheden waarin gebouwd moet worden en
dan komt het gewoon weg neer op de euro’s die het scheelt per situatie.

Dit is dus de bedoeling van de watertoren. Na enige berekeningen gemaakt voor DWB door een
constructeur kwam er maar minimaal verschil voor de torens naar voren met een tank van 5000 of 10000
liter. Overdimensioneren is voor DWB helemaal geen probleem, zeker niet wanneer het staal goedkoop is.
En zeker niet wanneer je toch al allemaal andere onzeker factoren hebt. De watertoren kan overal komen te
staan.
Uitleg inhoud van het afstudeer traject van dhr. W:
Het afstuderen duurt gewoon een jaar, tot augustus. Voor verduidelijking van het traject voor dhr. R dan zal
het project dus juni afgerond moeten worden om te beginnen aan het einddoel, een prototype.
De vraag vanuit speedkits bestaat uit 4 varianten, met hoogtes van 3 en 5 meter en tank inhouden van 3000
en 5000 liter. De minimale afmeting van de afstand tussen de kolommen van 2,2x2,2 meter is noodzakelijk
voor het plaatsen van een tweede tank op de bodem. De 3 en 5 meter heeft met waterdruk te maken
Dhr. R: Een water toren gebruik je op het moment wanneer je geen centraal watersysteem hebt. In heel veel
landen overal over de wereld heb je enorm veel watertorens. Vaak gebruiken ze de huizen ervoor, dan
maken ze een bepaald gedeelte gewoon iets steviger en zetten ze daarop een tank. Maar dit is niet alleen
voor de humanitaire hulpverlening, de watertoren kan echt overal gebruikt gaan worden. En er worden op
heel veel plekken ook gewoon standaard watertorens neergezet maar het probleem is dus gewoon dat er
niet duidelijk is waarmee bij deze watertorens rekening wordt gehouden. Op sommige plekken kan er
gewoon een gekocht worden en dan staat hij er een paar dagen later.
Een standaard moet gedefinieerd worden. Deze opdracht moet niet alleen op een emergency situatie
betrokken worden. Je hebt gewoon ergens water nodig.
Dhr. G: het vertrekpunt is gewoon ook dat er een kit ontworpen wordt.
Dhr. R: De kit uitschrijven zou dan ook erg goed zijn. Bijvoorbeeld de vraag of er ook een fundering in zit? Of
worden materialen die je overal kunt vinden aan de kit toegevoegd? Dat moet afgebakend worden. Worden
de leidingen meegeleverd? Welke aansluitingen worden er gebruikt want DWB gebruikt allemaal dezelfde
aansluitingen.

Bronnen:
Public Health engineering, essential requirement of water sanitation (aantal liters per patient)
Wrg leveranciers voor DWB, via dhr. R mogelijk om een keer een bedrijfsbezoek te doen.
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Start vragenlijst

Hoeveel liter water wordt er maximaal door een Emergency hospital per dag gebruikt? Er is niet maar een
emergency hospitals, er zijn allemaal verschillende maten. Uitgaan van een ziekenhuis van 100 to 150
bedden. (maximaal 150 bedden)Het verbruik hiervan ligt aan de verschillende functies. Dit programma met
bijbehorende waardes heeft dhr. R uitgeschreven. 10.000 liter per dag als rekenwaarde, met 5000 liter op de
toren.
Wat is de benodigde waterdruk die de watertoren moet leveren? Wanneer er wordt uitgegaan van de ideale
situatie dan is een hoogte van 3 meter voldoende voor de benodigde waterdruk. Huidige waterdruk is minder
dan 0.5 bar
Waarom 3000 of 5000 liter tanks? het verbruik van bijvoorbeeld 20.000 liter is vooral gedurende dagperiode
(ongeveer 12 uur). Dus de tank op de toren zorgt voor druk en onder aan de toren moet dan je volledige
verbruik staan wanneer er geen bron (boorhole) is. Een pomp zorgt ervoor dat de tank op de toren
voldoende gevuld blijft. 3000 loopt te vaak spaak (het systeem). Tanks die verkrijgbaar zijn zijn meestal 5000
/ 10 000. De watertoren moet er in 1 tot 3 dagen gewoon staan.
Hoe wordt het water bevoorraad, op welke manier en met welke tijdsintervallen? Water is de eerste
levensbehoefte en wordt dus direct verzorgt. Boorholes, oppervlaktewater of distribueren. Voorraad van
ongeveer 3 dagen is gewenst, dit heeft niet zozeer invloed op de tank op de torens.
Wat zijn de eigenschappen van het leidingstelsel van de voorziening in het emergency hospital? Leidingen
zijn rond 50 mm, flexibele buizen, bestaande kits (watsan, document gekregen van DWB). Koppelingen
staan in het document handbooks Rode kruis. Catalogs! Aantal kranen/tappunten zijn uit af te lezen op de
plattegrond van een voorbeeld ziekenhuis.
Waarom een kit? Omdat je hem makkelijk wilt opbouwen maar ook weer afbreken of omdat een bepaalde
kwaliteit gegarandeerd moet worden.
Welke noodzakelijke voorzieningen komen bij huidige watertorens regelmatig voor? In principe meestal
plateaus, maar ladders niet. Het is altijd heel erg verscheiden.
Wat zou je graag willen hebben? 40 cm geheel rondom de tank. Met railing voor de veiligheid. Toegang voor
schoonmaak in de tank. Maar er moet vanuit gegaan worden dat de tank niet in de kit zit, deze zijn lokaal
goed verkrijgbaar. (ivm vervoeren groot volume) Het materiaal waaruit deze tanks vervaardigd zijn is plastic.
De tank staat bij huidige situaties los op de toren. Het leidingwerk zorgt voor genoeg koppeling van tank en
toren. Twee tanks op de toren wil DWB niet meenemen en ook niet stimuleren want door eerder gedaan
onderzoek blijkt dat dit de stabiliteit niet ten goede komt.
Mist een tank opvouwbaar is kan dit een optie worden om deze in de kit op te nemen. Al wordt het dan wel
een soort van bladder die op plaats gehouden worden door een frame.
Het detailniveau, knopen zijn erg belangrijk bij deze opdracht. Simpel maar betrouwbaar.
Kosten/budget: Kosten van huidige watertorens zijn niet bekend bij dhr. R. Op het moment dat iets
emergency is zijn kosten heel er relatief. Wanneer DWB een expert moet inschakelen
(reiskosten/loon/huisvesting/eten) die ter plaatse iets moet gaan ontwikkelen dan is dat hartstikke duur.
Gewenst is dat er een kit die makkelijk op te bouwen is op voorraad ligt, dit vergroot snelheid en efficiëntie.
Montage: Het opzetten van een kamp gebeurt in een compound. Hulp bij het opbouwen zal lokaal ingehuurd
zijn en expads. Zo een compound zit tussen het idee van een camping en legerbasis.
De fundering zal hetgeen zijn waaruit beperkingen naar voren komen. Vanaf de fundering verder is het de
bedoeling dat de watertoren in een dag op te bouwen is.
Momenteel in de praktijk duurt het ontwikkelen en opbouwen van een watertoren maanden. Oplossingen zijn
dan het gebruiken van containers en bestaande gebouwen.
Een oplossing voor het waterpassen van de fundering kan het gebruiken van een waterslang zijn.
Een vluchtelingenkamp begint met gras of zandvlakte.
Levensduur: Voor DWB is het niet gewenst om te zoeken voor blijvende oplossingen. De emergency situatie
oplossen is het hoofddoel. Onderscheid tussen de watertorens van 3/2000l en 5/5000l zal zijn dat de grote
variant permanent is en de kleinere niet. Hier moet gedacht worden aan eisen voor 30/50 jaar waar de
emergency situatie maar uit 3/5 jaar zal bestaan.
Veiligheidsfactoren voor berekeningen (risico): Niet aller zwaarste factor maar wel bijna. Dit komt door de
onwetendheid van verdere indeling van het terrein. Het zou interessant zijn om te weten wat nou de
verschillen zijn tussen verschillende factoren. Zo kunnen overwegingen tussen terreinindeling / kosten
gemaakt worden. Doordat de hoeveelheid van variabelen kan leiden tot te veel werk zullen verschillende
variabelen ingeperkt worden. DWB heeft op het moment zo’n 200 compounds die allemaal verschillend zijn.

Extra opmerkingen: Er hoeft geen berekening / rekening worden gehouden met bladders.
Het zal vooral interessant zijn om kleine watertoren kits op voorraad te hebben liggen bij een grote variant
zal dit aan de kosten liggen. Bij teveel overeenkomsten van de 3000 en 5000 varianten moet het verschil
van volume vergroot worden 3000 naar 2000.
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Appendix 2: Interview 2
Date: 10 December 2013 Contact: Frank Rammeloo [DWB]

Oxfarm is een van de grote ‘spelers’ bij water sanitatie.
Compound: Om te zien of de eerder verkregen opzet van het compound representatief is, wordt deze
beproken.

Het systeem zoals het weergegeven is op de plattegronden is nu twee keer toegepast (uitgerekend door een
hydroloog / water sanitatie deskundige) en wanneer nogmaals een systeem als deze gewenst is zal het weer
net zo worden toegepast. Het voldoet aan de wensen ter plaatse. (Soedan en Kongo)

Veel hoger dan een toren van 4 meter is niet gewenst. Bij de twee voorbeeld plattegronden is degene in
Soedan een emergency situatie en Kongo een meer permanente situatie. Dit laat dus zien dat de water
toren voor beide situaties geschikt is/ moet zijn. Op de plattegronden kun je ook zien dat uitbreiding nog
mogelijk is.

Tappunten worden nooit allemaal tegelijk gebruikt. Hoeveel kranen kun je open zetten totdat de druk te
weinig wordt? Het water hoeft maar met lage snelheid uit de kraan te komen. Hoeveel tappunten
gemiddeld/maximaal per compound? In de plattegrond zijn 25 tappunten te tellen waarbij elk punt één
tapkraan heeft. Maximaal ¼ van de punten wordt tegelijk gebruikt. Het meest van de punten zijn
handwashing point. Waar er punten zijn die een bepaalde druk vereisen moet hier misschien een aparte
aansluiting vanuit de watertoren voor zijn.

Wat zit er in de Watsan storage container? Reserve onderdelen zoals leidingen, koppelingen tapkranen etc.
Ook onderdelen die niet meteen worden gebruikt worden hier opgeslagen.

Worden altijd dezelfde type leidingen gebruikt? Je kunt het systeem met verschillende type leidingen
opbouwen. HDPE leidingen zijn gewenst ivm gemakkelijke bewerking. Deze worden geleverd op een rol en
zijn buigzaam.

Blijven leidingen bovengronds? Leidingen zullen worden ingegraven. Bij projecten als deze is altijd heel veel
mankracht waardoor dit dus mogelijk is. Er moet dan wel een truck of landcruiser overheen kunnen rijden.
Leidingen worden tussen 400 en 600 mm diepte gelegd.
Zijn hoekpunten haaks? Bij het gebruik van flexibele leidingen hoeven hoekpunten natuurlijk niet haaks te
zijn. 50 meter per rol? Dus koppelingen zijn onoverkomelijk.
Koppelingen, verloopstukken, tappunten (in inch) zoals in de handleiding van Oxfarm en Unicef worden
gebruikt, dit zijn meer of minder de standaard materialen. Water wordt kostbaar door vele bewerkingen zoals
vervoeren/chlorineren/opslaan. Zelfsluitende tappunten worden dan ook gebruikt om waterverlies tegen te
gaan.

Wanneer je een toren hebt met een bepaalde hoogte en dikte van de leiding is bekend dan komt het water
dus met een bepaalde snelheid uit de tapkraan.

Per grote tent 10 tot 15 bedden. In Batil 60 / 80 bedden.
Zo simpel mogelijk! Alles wat te ingewikkeld wordt werkt niet.
Koppeling en leidingen zoveel mogelijk hetzelfde houden.

Oxfarm:Watsan
DWB: Medisch
UNHRI: Inrichtingen
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Appendix 3: Interview 3
Date: 17 December 2013 Contact: Vincent Virgo [IFRC]

Instead of shipping materials, IFRC tries to educate the people to use the available materials properly. This
is the best way to spare money en to keep simplicity. For example if you bring materials they do not know,
then they will not use it properly.

IFRC is less related to first help after disasters. Nevertheless they ship kits to provide sheltering after a
disaster. Tents should be the last answer.

IFRC has less stock of tents then for example UNHR. Suppliers help to answer to the demand.
Vincent Virgo has a lot of experience with water towers, he has worked for 10 years with this principle. A
solution VV likes to apply is to use containers. 20ft containers with on top of the container a platform to make
sure the weight is on top of the walls and not on top of the roof of the container. Two thanks of 3000 liters
with 400 meters pipeline. The height of the container plus the height of the terrain led to enough pressure for
3 / 4 distribution points with 6/8 taps. (picture ‘container with to tanks’) Peter Hasendonk is not agreeing with
this method.

One of the problems of a water tower, storing the water in the sun, that is that you will get hot water.
Solutions could be to put the pipes in the ground to cool the water or to construct a shade net to prevent
heating the water.

Maybe research if reserves should be included for emergencies (fire/power loss). Investigate the simplest
way to do it. Otherwise nobody will buy it.

For foundation it is possible to use container or other constructions and when there is the need for bigger
towers compare the advantages and disadvantages of two smaller towers.

How to make visible that maintenance had been done? If you do not clean yourself, locals will not either.

Something that is important: if you work with infrastructure (container / watertowers) then all the materials will
remain in the field. Then do not think about emergency only, add value on what you are doing. It is a water
point tower that will remain for locals. Then it is not only material dedicated to emergencies, it is something
that the agency through which one you will drive the project will really like what you are doing because you
are also thinking about development. The agency will never bring back these materials because it costs too
much money.
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Appendix 4: Interview 4
Date: 23 April 2014 Contact: Frank Rammeloo, Biserka Pop-Stefanija [DWB]

DWB heeft verschillende catalogussen waaruit kits kunnen worden besteld. Het is de bedoeling om ook de
WaterTorenKit hier in op te nemen.

Agenda: Uitgangspunten + Leidingnet, Constructie, Fundering
Uitgangpunten + Leidingnet:
Hospital compound:10.000 m². Afgesloten ziekenhuisterrein waar patiënten (met eventueel een verzorger)
gebruik maken van het watersysteem. Heel vaak blijven patiënt en care taker hier enige tijd (3/4weken).
Waterverbruik: Davis (verbruik van een persoon per dag, is inclusief wassen/koken
Hoogte toren: uit de praktijk blijkt dat met een toren van 3 meter hoog en een leiding van 50 mm kan worden
voldaan. Waarden wat betreft stroomsnelheid en debiet zijn niet bekend.. (dit ligt er helemaal aan op welk
punt dat je een kraan aansluit)
De waterpunten zoals getekend op door DWB worden heel vaak niet zo toegepast omdat er dan teveel
water verbruikt zal worden.
Stroomsnelheid: (wat is er nu werkelijk nodig? Aldus Frank) In de Sphere standaard staat 7.5 l/m echter is dit
debiet niet gespecificeerd voor water torens in hospital compounds
Kranen: de tappunten moeten absoluut worden voorzien van zelfsluitende kranen, wanneer dit niet wordt
toegepast worden deze vaker gewoon open gelaten door de lokale mensen. Tappunten worden nu
hoofdzakelijk gebruikt om buckets te vullen waarbij je dan je handen kunt wassen. Douchen zal ook
gebeuren met behulp van buckets. Tappunten zullen dus ongeveer een hoogte van ongeveer 1 meter
hebben.
Kit: geschikt voor verschillende situaties en zal volgens Frank dan ook per situatie anders presteren. Het zou
mogelijk zijn om een aantal regels op te stellen voor het aansluiten van het leiding netwerk.
Het is belangrijk dat met een kit heel snel een systeem kan worden neergelegd waarmee je verschillende
waterpunten kunt creëren, daarbij komt dat er het juiste aantal koppelingen en lengtes leidingen met
vertakkingen bij moet zitten.
Conclusie:
De precieze torenhoogte en debiet zijn voor DWB niet belangrijk. Een water toren kit zal beschikbaar worden
in een catalogus waarbij wel specificaties worden weergeven. In een catalogus zal het mogelijk worden met
behulp van een keuzetabel de best passende toren voor een specifieke situatie de kiezen.
Technieken visualiseren zoals bv debiet (3 l/m is gelijk aan 4 seconden voor 1glas (0,2) water)
Constructie: [35:00]
Hoogte van de toren minimaal 3 meter met mogelijkheid tot toevoegen van elementen om tot een 5 meter
variant te komen. Verpakkings/transportmaten kunnen van belang zijn voor beslissingen wat betreft element
afmetingen Kolomafstand: zodat er een tank tussen geplaatst kan worden. Vierkant (foolproof). Uitzoeken
tankmaten. Mochten maten van de tank die verkrijgbaar is op locatie niet passend zijn dan kan er altijd nog
gekozen worden voor een kleinere tank bv 3000l (echter niet ideaal)
Platform: 50 cm, waar mogelijk met valbeveiliging. Het platform is open door het gebruik van roosters in
plaats van dichte beplating.
De constructie van de toren in onderdelen opsplitsen om te ‘moduleren’.
Materiaal: beschikbare profielen, ronde buizen maar kwaliteit is niet bekend, hoekprofielen zijn wel
verkrijgbaar in grotere maten. Kokers daarentegen zijn meestal maar 2 mm dik. Daarom zal de kit dan ook
zoals de naam kit al zegt, vooraf worden samengesteld en verpakt.
Fundering: [45:00]
Een fundering zal de bouwtijd ernstig vergroten. Een oplossing hiervoor zou kunnen zijn dat de toren wordt
voorzien van een tijdelijke fundering zoals bijvoorbeeld ‘stempels’ waarmee te toren kan worden gesteld en
waardoor op een later tijdstip nog een permanente fundering kan worden uitgegraven en gestort. Nadelen
kunnen zijn: meer materialen, zal een permanente fundering dan nog wel worden gegraven?

Biserka Pop-Stefanija (Watsan Advisor DWB) [1:04:00]
Ringleidingen hebben voorkeur op vertakkingsnetwerken, dit omdat er meer controle is over het gebruik van
het netwerk en de aanwezige druk.
De hoogte van de toren is afhankelijk van de lengte van het netwerk en de gewenste debieten.
Een toren van 2 meter zal voldoen voor een netwerk met een lengte van ongeveer 100 meter. Bij het
ontwikkelingen van watertorenkits is het ook belangrijk om de mogelijkheid te hebben om bijvoorbeeld van
de 3 meter kit maar 2 meter op te bouwen. Voor de hospital compounds moeten de toren hoogte van 3 en 5
meter worden aangehouden.
Minimaal ¼ van de tappunten moeten op het zelfde tijdstip kunnen worden gebruikt. Waterbuffer van 2
dagen wordt geadviseerd. Twee richtlijnen van DWB: essential water & sanitation requirements for health
structures, essential water & sanitation requirements for camps als toelichting gekregen van Biserka.
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Appendix 5: General layout hospital compound Congo and Sudan
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Appendix 6: JOJO water tank stand
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Appendix 7: Talbot Talflo data sheet
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Appendix 8: Dejo steel and plastic gratings
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Appendix 9: Load calculations platform
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